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MANCHESTER
WELLNESS
COALITION

2017-2018

Year 6 Proposal to 5HF
May 10, 2017 – The Manchester Wellness Coalition is pleased to
recommend 15 interventions for our Year 6 Plan and Proposal to 5
Healthy Towns Foundation. For additional information, please contact
us at Manchesterwellnesscoalition@gmail.com.

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Photo: Chalk Art Contest hosted by the Manchester Farmers Market
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
(Manchester, Michigan) – Since 2011, the Manchester Wellness Coalition has worked to create impactful community
wellness programs for its residents. With support from the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation and many community business
and service organizations, our annual wellness plan reflects the commitment and innovative leadership of our
community residents and organizations, making Manchester a more healthy and vibrant place to live. From 2011-2016,
we have received over $601,000 from the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation to support, launch and sustain our wellness
mission. The Coalition has worked diligently to increase community awareness about wellness in Manchester. This past
year, we contributed many stories to the 5HF Connected magazine to highlight our capabilities and successes.
The Coalition consistently strives to balance our interventions not only among the four focus areas of the Foundation,
but also among the demographics of our community to ensure equal benefits to all groups. For Year 6, we looked closely
at the Washtenaw County Health Improvement Survey completed in 2015, which for the first time provided
Manchester-specific health data and comparisons with county levels. We created a Data Subgroup to guide our decision
making, so that future interventions will closely align with the wellness needs and service gaps in our community.
Looking forward, the Coalition proposes 15 interventions to target our four focus areas at a funding request level of

$75,000. We estimate over 52,300 Units of Engagement* in 2017.
In 2017 as we celebrate the Village of Manchester’s 150th anniversary, our interventions will feature some unique
historical events. A special Sesquicentennial festival will attract Manchester families from the past and present to move
more, connect with others, and spend healthy time with family and old friends.
Thank you for your support!

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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INTRODUCTION FROM THE COALITION
Back to our Roots-1867
In the late 1800’s, the majority
of Americans lived in rural
towns and villages. Farming and
agricultural development was
the key sustaining work for
many families and communities,
who harvested land using horses
and sheer muscle power.
Moving More: 150 years ago,
Manchester residents were on
the move from sun up to sun
down to farm their fields, make
their goods for exchange, and
play. Popular childhood games
included Ring around the Rosie,
Crack the Whip and Hide and
Seek.

In past years, Quality of Life, Make It Manchester and Circle of Support have been
themes that pay tribute to wellness in Manchester, Michigan. This year, we can’t help
but to take a glimpse back in time in honor of our sesquicentennial celebration.
The Manchester Wellness Coalition works year-round to bring new wellness ideas to
the Manchester community. Back to Our Roots doesn’t mean losing the progress and
innovation of life in our village; it means honoring the values that are important to us
as a community – connections, health and wellness, and self-sufficiency.
Manchester’s long history of a proud rural village highlights many stories of
achievement and success.
This year, our wellness interventions build upon our success with the continuation of
funding for programs like the Gazebo Summer Concert Series, Farmers Market, and
SRSLY; but also aim to use data to drive our decisions in the future with new ideas
like the MMLB Challenge to curb obesity trends, and the Manchester Area Big Tree
Search to celebrate the outdoor beauty of our region with low tech activities that
promote family fun.

Eating Better: Early
Manchester store records show
that large purchases of
cranberries were consumed for
medicinal purposes, including
childbirth related injuries, GI
problems, and as blood purifiers.
Connecting with Others:
Residents lived frugally, paying
their debts once a year with
earnings from the harvest.
People traded for eggs and milk.
The biggest community
gatherings were Sunday church
services and the 4th of July
parades.
Avoiding Unhealthy
Substances: Alcohol
consumption was for special
occasions.
Source: National Geographic,
Library of Congress and
MichiganInBrief.org

Thank you to our Coalition Members
The following community members have participated in 2 or more meetings from
July 2016-March 2017:
Barry Allen
Ray Berg
Cindy Dresch
Lindsay Hannah
Michelle Hehr
LB Hilbert
Nancy Loudin
Autumn Orta
Carol Palms
Sara Swanson
Patty Swaney
Janice Steinhauer
Dianne Schwab
Laura Seyfried
Jane Thompson
Cherie Vannatter
Ruth VanBogelen
Jeff Wallace
Guests: Lori Kintz, Kathy Walz, Lauren McKimmy
Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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2020 STRATEGIC PLAN
In 2016, members of the Manchester Wellness Coalition joined 5HF staff and consultants to review and discuss our
action plans and strategies for 2020. The plan has evolved and we are currently identifying action leads for activities to
begin in Year 6. These discussions will be ongoing and will shape our future interventions.
Goal 1: Increase awareness and community participation in coalition
health and wellness activities.
Y6 ACTIONS: This goal is supported by our MMLB 2, Kiwanis
Service Leadership Program, Sweet Soles and
Sesquicentennial interventions.
Goal 2: Identify other partners (corporations, restaurants) for
funding and sponsorship projects.
Y6 ACTIONS: This goal is supported by many local businesses
and organizations participating in our MMLB 2 and
Sesquicentennial celebrations, and our new outreach to the
business community with worksite wellness materials.

2020 Vision Statement:
Manchester residents will be walking
and socializing more around town, will
form a highly collaborative community
among all age groups, will eat and
drink healthier foods, will provide
various means of support to its senior
population, and will avoid unhealthy
practices and substances.

Goal 3: Implement data driven strategy for annual intervention
planning as well as receiving outside requests for intervention
funding.
Y6 ACTIONS: The Health Data Subgroup met in 2017 to develop actions and recommendations based on data
from HIP/BRFSS, NEAT and MiPHY. Key indicators and recommendations are summarized on pages 6-8.
Goal 4: Implement a strong focus on senior living, including activities and community engagement.
Y6 ACTIONS: This goal is supported through ongoing Year 4 and Year 5 interventions involving retirement
community planning and the operating model for the Manchester Area Senior Citizen Council, Inc.

Photo: The Manchester Mirror, Manchester HS Art Show
Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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WELLNESS KEY INDICATORS
The Manchester Wellness Coalition Data Subgroup met to review key indicators and data sources related to our mission.
Thank you to Laura Seyfried, Lindsay Hannah, Ruth VanBogelen, and Matt Pegouskie for their thoughtful analysis and
recommendations regarding how to strengthen our data-driven decision making processes. For our Year 6 plan, three
surveys provided a framework about wellness behaviors of residents, and wellness infrastructure and community
programming in Manchester.
•

HIP Data (BRFSS – Behavior Risk Factors Surveillance Survey) was completed in 2015 by the Washtenaw County
Health Department

•

MiPHY – Michigan Profile for Healthy Youth – was completed in late 2015 by Manchester Community Schools

•

NEAT – Nutrition Environment Assessment Tool – was completed in 2016 by the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.

SUMMARY OF NEAT SURVEY RESULTS
The Nutritional Environment Assessment Tool (NEAT Survey) assesses Manchester’s environment and policies related
to promoting and supporting healthy eating in workplaces, schools and the community at large. The NEAT also provides
a benchmark to guide future interventions, policies and programs in the community. Overall, Manchester scored a
“Partially Supportive” ranking based on these measures:

Section
Community

2014 Results
47.1% of total points
Not at all supportive

2016 Results
41.9% of total points
Not at all supportive

Worksites

66.7% of total points
Partially supportive

61.9% of total points
Partially Supportive

Schools

82.8% of total points
Mostly supportive

87.1% of total points
Mostly Supportive

Overall

61.4% of total points
Partially supportive

59.3% of total points
Partially Supportive

Service Gaps and Areas For Improvement
No points for offering free assessment or
screening programs for chronic disease the
role of healthy eating in disease prevention.
No special events promoting healthy eating
from organizations like American Diabetes
Association. No media coverage of nutrition
in local newspaper.
No points for employers offering worksite
nutrition or weight management programs
or special events like brown bag lunches or
nutrition sessions.
87.1% is a very good score!! Score was
influenced by Healthy Chefs and School
Gardens Interventions. Congrats to the
Manchester Community Schools!

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Health Outcomes, Behaviors and Risk Factors (HIP 2015).
For the first time, the 2015 Washtenaw County Health Improvement Survey data provides Manchester- specific health
data and comparisons with county behaviors and risk factors.

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Manchester WELLNESS Issues, Areas of Concern, and Recommendations:

MOVE MORE

EAT BETTER

Manchester adults are more physically active than most
county residents, and most of our youth are getting the
recommended 60 minutes of activity per day.

Manchester families report getting enough to eat, and
more adults are consuming the recommended 5 servings
of fruits/vegetables per day (26% up from 8%).

Issue: 68% of adults and 40% of middle school students
are overweight or obese.
Issue: Only 55% of area residents get the recommended
150 minutes/week of physical activity.
Recommendation: Offer more physical activity wellness
programs in community settings & within local
businesses.
Interventions: Adaptive Movement for All, Sweet Soles,
Manchester Summer Swimming

Issue: Only 24% of adult residents 1/3 of middle schoolers
are eating the recommended 5 servings of fruits and
vegetables/day.
Recommendation: Offer more nutrition wellness
programs in community settings & within local
businesses.
Interventions: Cooking Matters, Community and School
Gardens, Farmers Market, MMLB 2/DPP, WELCOA
Worksite Wellness Materials

CONNECT WITH OTHERS

AVOID UNHEALTHY SUBSTANCES

Most Manchester residents report being satisfied with
their life.

Manchester adults report a lower rate of binge drinking
and smoking than the county.

Issue: Youth spends too much time on electronic devices
Recommendation: Implement more interventions that
focus on family and outdoor activities.
Interventions: Big Tree Search, Farmers Market, Kiwanis
Service Leadership, Outdoor Exercise Equipment, SRSLY,
Summer Swimming & Sweet Soles

Issue: Half of high schoolers report it is easy to access
alcohol; 35% report it is easy to access marijuana.
Issue: 28% of Manchester parents feel that what they say
has little influence on whether or not their children will
use drugs.
Recommendation: Provide parents with more
information about how to influence their children’s
choice about using unhealthy substances.
Interventions: SRSLY Manchester will host three DRUGS
101 classes in addition to other programs for parents and
the community.

Issue: One in 4 adults has been diagnosed with anxiety or
depression.
Recommendation: Residents need assistance to improve
their emotional and mental wellness.
Interventions: SJMHC Behavioral Health Navigator
resources at the Community Resource Center and the
community wide Sesquicentennial, Riverfolk Summer
Gazebo Concerts events

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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INTERVENTION PROGRESS REPORT
Intervention

Status

Shared Use Trail Phase II

In Progress

SRSLY

In Progress

MMLB Challenge

In Progress

Stress Management

In Progress

Dance Manchester

In Progress

Summer Swim

Completed

Senior Nutrition
Program

In Progress

Gazebo Concerts

Completed

Farmer’s Market

Completed

Manchester Mirror Ads

In Progress

Safe Routes to School
Coordinator

In Progress

Run Manchester

Completed

Community an School
Garden (Year 4)

In Progress

Adaptive Movement
(Year 4)

In Progress

Highlights
All engineering and construction documents have been prepared for the Phase II
segment of the trail. Additional funding is also committed from Washtenaw County
Parks and Recreation, and an additional grant request is in consideration by another
foundation. The Village is in the process of securing a construction bid for Phase II of
the trail.
As of February 28, 2017, SRSLY Manchester has 151 youth volunteers (9-17yrs) and 40
adult volunteers (18+) with a total of 2024 volunteer hours. 15 events have been held
(does not include meetings).
113 people participated in the Challenge. An average of 346 miles per participant and
80, 100,601 steps were recorded. Collectively, the group lost 329 pounds. A donation
of $123 was made to the Manchester Community Resource Center (CRC). The
intervention officially concluded in January 2017, but a few participants agreed to
continue on until May 15th, 2017 to work towards the initial 2,000 pound goal and
raise additional funds for the CRC.
Stress management profiles, stress tester cards and strategies were presented to 80
7th graders and 90 9th graders. 500 stress tester cards were distributed to parents and
community members.
7 monthly dances held from October 2016 – April 2017, average 13 attendees per
event. $456 dollars were raised for the 7 dances.
17 Kids Club students were transported to the Beach Middle School Pool for weekly
Open Swim over 9 weeks. 10 Manchester students were transported to swim lessons
at Beach Middle School. Classes were 5 days per session. Two sessions were held.
Intervention was revised to incorporate two components 1. To explore long-term
sustainability of the Manchester Area Senior Citizen’s Council and 2. To provide
nutrition support. Champions are currently working with U of M to develop a survey to
address sustainability.
7 free community concerts were held, 700 attendees (around 100 per event).
The market ran from May 5th, 2016 - October 13th, 2016. 7,370 customers, 264 vendor
stalls rented, $38,716 in gross sales.
As of April 12, 2017 14,500 editions of the Manchester Mirror have been distributed
with Manchester Wellness Coalition ads. Over these 29 weeks 40 Wellness Coalition
ads have been included in the newspaper. Ads include: Manchester Wellness Center,
MMLB, SRSLY, Dance Manchester, Manchester Community Garden, Farmers Market,
and general Manchester Wellness Coalition features.
Weekly walks on Wednesdays leave from Wurster Park, Chi-Bro, and the Manchester
High School. 26 Walk to School Wednesdays have been held with an average of 50
students teachers and community members per walk. A Walk to School Day on
Mondays will be added starting April 24th, 2017.
This year’s race was held on August 6, 2016
Thus far 137 preschool kids and 9 classes of K-4 have participated in the Community
Garden. Overall 40 sessions/visits and 18 hours in the garden. For the community
garden there were 9 plots rented and over 2,000 pounds of produce harvested.
The program is currently running 3 classes: preschool, high school, and seniors. A total
of 27 participants. Classes range from 30 minutes to 1 hour. Classes will conclude in
June 2017.

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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INTERVENTION RECOMMENDATIONS FOR Y6
Move More Interventions

Adaptive Movement for All – Coordinated by Ballet Chelsea, this adaptive movement fitness class
reaches residents ages 3 to 93 with specific interventions for special education students and adults with
disabilities. Expanded activities this year will include additional classes for the community.
Funding Request: $6500
Units of Engagement: 1022
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Village Council, Manchester Area Senior Citizen Council, Inc., Manchester
Community Schools

Photo: 5HF signage at Manchester Community Gardens

Sweet Soles (new) – Manchester Community Schools will coordinate a student-led initiative to engage new
high school runners and walkers in a weekly running group. Activity trackers will be provided for all
participants, and runners will train through the Couch to 5K and Sweet Soles final 5K community-wide event.
Funding Request: $4000
Units of Engagement: 675
Collaborating Partners: Run Manchester, Running Fit and local businesses and service organizations

Manchester Summer Swimming – Manchester Community Schools will provide summer swimming
classes for youth who attend the Manchester Kids Club Center activities, aimed at promoting physical activity
and decreasing screen time for kids. Transportation to swim classes is provided.
Funding Request: $2800
Units of Engagement: 264
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Community Education, Manchester Community Schools Bus Transportation, Chelsea
Community Education

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Outdoor Exercise Equipment Installation (new) – The Village of Manchester will install a piece of
outdoor equipment with educational signage adjacent to the Manchester Shared Use Trail at the Chi-Broil Park
to promote strength and conditioning exercises for middle school age youth and adults.
Funding Request: $2500
Units of Engagement: n/a (infrastructure)
Collaborating Partners: n/a

Manchester Area Big Tree Search (new) – The Manchester Mirror will sponsor the Big Tree Search Project, an
opportunity for area youth and their families to move more outside, learn about trees indigenous to the region, and win
a prize.
Funding Request: $400
Units of Engagement: 100
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Community Schools and Washtenaw County Parks

Eat Better Interventions

Cooking Matters (new) – Michigan State University Extension Services will present Cooking Matters, a 6-week
class that addresses the basics of food preparation. Participants receive training, grocery tours and the ingredients to
make healthier food at home
Funding Request: $ 800
Units of Engagement: 180
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Community Schools and Manchester Community Resource Center

Photo: Manchester Farmers Market

Community and School Gardens – Manchester Community Schools coordinates the Community and School
Gardens Program with support from many community organizations. The goal is to promote fruit and vegetable
consumption by offering pre-school and elementary students the opportunity to manage gardens, provide free seeds,
offer garden plots to community residents, and sponsor a take home garden event at the Farmers Market.
Funding Request: $1400
Units of Engagement: 1094
Collaborating Partners: Manchester District Library, Manchester Farmers Market, Manchester Cooperative PreSchool
and Early Childhood Center, The Garden Mill
Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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MMLB 2 and DPP (Diabetes Prevention Program) – In collaboration with 5HF, the goal of the MMLB
Challenge is to promote healthy weight and support Manchester residents in their goal to lose 2000 pounds over time.
Using activity trackers, walking groups, online weight loss tools and more, this intensive weight loss program will also
include pre diabetes education modules.
Funding Request: $13,400
Units of Engagement: 21,388
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Wellness Center, National Kidney Foundation, St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea

WELCOA Workplace Wellness Materials (new) – Manchester District Library will house workplace
wellness materials that will be accessible to local employers and employees. These materials will offer new
resources for the worksite. Materials will also be distributed to local businesses for easy access by their
employees. This intervention focuses on collaboration with our business community to impact our NEAT score
and improve lifestyles.
Funding Request: $300
Units of Engagement: 6210
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Chamber of Commerce
Media Links: http://www.manchesterlibrary.info/

Photo: Manchester Community and School Garden welcome the hands-on assistance
of elementary school students with gardening and weeding.

Manchester Farmers Market – The Village of Manchester coordinates the summer Farmers Market May through
October. Fresh produce, craft vendors, food demonstrations, kids’ tents and more activities to promote healthy eating,
consumption of fresh local produce, and reduced screen time among youth.
Funding Request: $8000
Units of Engagement: 2360
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Community Resource Center, Kiwanis, 5H Farmers Markets, St. Joseph
Mercy/Chelsea, Manchester District Library, Manchester Area Chamber of Commerce
Media Links: www.manchesterfarmmarket.com, FB: www.facebook.com/ManchesterMichiganFarmersMarket
Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Connecting With Others Interventions

Riverfolk Summer Gazebo Concerts – The Riverfolk Music Festival will continue its Thursday evening outdoor
concert series in the summer. Seven concerts appropriate for audiences of all ages will promote community connections
and a departure from screen time.
Funding Request: $2000
Units of Engagement: 1050
Collaborating Partners: Funding and marketing support from local service organizations and the downtown business
district
Media Links: FB: https://www.facebook.com/ManchesterGazeboConcerts/ and http://riverfolkarts.org/,
www.manchesterstreetfestival.org, FB: www.facebook.com/ManchesterStreetFestiv,

Photo: Manchester Walk to School

Kiwanis Service Leadership Programs – Manchester Community Schools will continue its focus on developing
youth leadership through community service projects for 110 students in grades 5-12. This student-led initiative allows
students to identify and select community service projects of interest, and plan and implement a fundraising component
to benefit the community. Program funding will support staffing since no community volunteer is available to continue
in this role.
Funding Request: $7500
Units of Engagement: 4950
Collaborating Partners: Kiwanis, Key Club, Manchester Chamber of Commerce, Lions Club, Manchester Area Senior
Citizens Council, Community Resource Center

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Manchester 2017 Sesquicentennial Events (new) – The Manchester Area Historical Society is pleased
to sponsor its celebration of Manchester’s 150 year anniversary of incorporation as a village and the many
families who have lived here for generations. Special events include a wide range of community activities and
re-enactments for all ages to learn about and experience the history of life in Manchester.
Funding Request: $1500
Units of Engagement: 3875
Collaborating Partners: Washtenaw County Convention and Visitor’s Bureau and many local sponsors
Media Links: www.48158.com/150years FB: is www.Facebook.com/ManchesterSesquicentennialFestival

Photo: The Manchester Mirror, Manchester Chocolate Potluck

Marketing Banners - Design and production of marketing banners will be displayed in the community to increase
awareness of the 5HF and the Manchester Wellness Coalition’s local efforts to promote wellness.
Funding Request: $500
Units of Engagement: n/a

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Avoiding Unhealthy Substances Interventions

SRSLY Manchester – St. Joseph Mercy/Chelsea staffs and coordinates SRSLY Manchester for area youth to educate
and prevent alcohol and drug use. This year, SRSLY Manchester and Drugs 101 will combine forces to offer youth
leadership and community education engagement strategies aimed at students ages 10-18.
Funding Request: $21,700
Units of Engagement: 9383
Collaborating Partners: Manchester Community Schools, Community Mental Health Partnership of SE Michigan, DFC
Grant, Manchester Kiwanis, Washtenaw County Sheriff, 5HF SRSLY programs
Media Links: www.srslymanchester.org, FB: www.facebook.com/SRSLYManchester

Photo: SRSLY Manchester
Additional media links:

Manchester Wellness Coalition
www.5healthytowns.org

FB: www.facebook.com/ManchesterWellnessCoalition
Manchester Wellness Center
www.manchesterwellness.org
FB: www.facebook.com/ManchesterWellnessCenter
Manchester Mirror
themanchestermirror.com
FB: www.facebook.com/themanchestermirror
Village of Manchester
http://vil-manchester.org/

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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SUSTAINABLE INTERVENTIONS OVER TIME
These interventions have demonstrated a positive impact in our community. With community support and funding from
a variety of partners, they continue in the community with no new funding support needed from 5HF.
Intervention Title
Big Red Barrel

Year 6 funding
from 5HF
$0

Leader In Me
Manchester Youth Football

$0
$0

Library at Farmers Market
Education Seminar Series
Community Composting
Stress Management
Shared Use Trail

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Alternate Funding Sources and/or
In Kind contributions
Washtenaw County
Sherriff Dept.
Manchester Community Schools
Participant registrations, Panda Express,
Manchester Community Schools
Community donations
Manchester PTO, Volunteer presentations
Community volunteers
School volunteers at community events
Maintenance by Walking Group volunteers

Photo: Farmers Market vendors, Wilma and Jean, also volunteered
at the 2016 Farm to Table Fabulous Feast.
Manchester will host this annual fundraiser in 2018.

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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BUDGET HISTORY – Years 1-5 and Proposed Year 6
Element
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS
AUS

Intervention
Manchester SRSLY
Manchester Voices
Project Success
Project TNT
Red Barrel
Rethinking Drinking

Year 1

CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO
CWO

Marketing Banners
WELCOA Workplace Wellness Materials
Manchester 2017 Sesquicentennial Events
Kiwanis Service Leadership Programs
Manchester Mirror Sponsorship/Articles
Stress Management Resources
Dance Manchester
Retirement Community Planning
Community Read
Riverfolk Summer Gazebo Concerts
Body Image
Leader in Me
Library at the Farmers Market
Education Seminar Series

EB
EB
EB
EB
EB
EB
EB
EB
EB

Cooking Matters Program
MASC Senior Nutrition Programs (Senior Center capacity building)
Healthy Chefs
Manchester Farmers Market
Community and School Gardens
Community Composting
Eat Better Placemats
Library Seed Catalog
5-a-day Portion Kit

MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM
MM

Manchester Area Big Tree Search
Outdoor Exercise Equipment Installation
Sweet Soles
MMLB
Phase 2- Shared Use Trail
Phase 1- Shared Use Trail
Youth Football
Adaptive Movement For All
Summer Swimming Lessons
Fuel Up to Play 60
MWC Program
Kirk Park Renovations
Rural Fitness
Run Manchester/ Street Festival
Safe Routes to School

TOTAL

$601,825

Year 2
$
$

$
$
$

4,311
2,000
1,004

Year 3

18,500 $
5,000 $
$

Year 4
Year 5
Year 6
$ 24,130 $ 20,600
$23,400

18,500
5,000
530

$500
$300
$1,500
$7,500

$
$

2,000 $
1,200 $

2,500 $
1,200
$
$

$

$
$
$
2,000 $
$
$
5,000
1,000

$
6,500 $
5,400 $
5,000
2,000
1,200 $
1,200

2,200
1,000
2,400

2,000

$2,000

2,000
$800
$0

$ 10,000 $
$ 1,000 $
$ 7,000 $

$

13,000 $
8,000 $
2,500 $
$
$
$

10,800 $
8,000 $
7,470 $
1,200
1,000
200

10,800
8,000 $
2,000

6,000

$8,000
$1,400

5,000

$
$

5,800
20,000

$

2,800

$
20,000 $

2,000
5,000

$400
$2,500
$4,000
$13,400

$ 100,000
$

$ 5,000 $
$ 13,000
$
$ 2,500
$

$
1,800 $
35,000 $
$
14,000 $

10,000 $
$
5,000
2,000

8,080
5,500

$6,500
$2,800

7,000
5,000
10,000 $

$75,000

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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Physical activity/screen
time

36
65

>
65

x
x

Physical activity

x

x

<
250

Total funding request to 5HF

Infrastructure (I); Policy (P);
Behavior (B); or Systems (S)

>
250

x

264

B

$ 2,800

x

n/a

I

$2,500

x

x

100

B

$400

x

675

B

$ 4,000
$ 6,500
$ 800

Activity/weight

x

Activity/overweight

x

Cooking Matters
Community &
School Gardens

Obesity/nutrition
Fruit/Veggie
consumption

Connect with
Others

Activity/Screen time

Sweet Soles
Adaptive
Movement for All

MMLB 2 & DPP
WELCOA Worksite
Materials
Manchester
Farmers Market
Riverfolk Summer
Gazebo Concerts
Kiwanis Service
Leadership Progs.
Manchester 2017
Sesquicentennial
Marketing Banners
SRSLY
Manchester &
Drugs 101

Eat Better

19
35

Estimated Units of
Engagement

Key Performance
Indicator (KPI)

0
18

Manchester
Summer
Swimming
Outdoor Exercise
Equipment Install
Manchester Area
Big Tree Search

Number of People impacted
annually

Primary Target Population
(Age in Years)

Intervention
Title

AUS

Move More

Element (List each program under
only one element)

Year 6 Matrix Table – Summary of Interventions

x

x

x

x

1022

B

x

x

x

x

180

B

x

x

x

x

1094

S/B

Obesity/nutrition

x

x

x

x

21,388

B

$ 1,400
$13,400

Worksite nutrition
Fruit/Veggie
consumption
Screen
time/community

x

x

x

6210

B

$ 300

x

x

x

x

x

2360

S/B

$ 8,000

x

x

x

x

x

1050

B

$ 2,000

4950

B

$ 7,500
$1,500
$ 500

x

Community service
Activity, nutrition,
screen time

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

3875

B

Awareness/promotion
Tobacco, alcohol &
drugs
Prevention & social
norms

x

x

x

x

x

n/a

I

9383

S/B

X
x

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.

$ 23,400
$ 75,000
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Attachments: All Intervention Tables

Please join us to support a culture of wellness in Manchester.
Monthly on the 4th Tuesday at 12:00 in the Manchester Village Office.
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION
5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness
indicators.

Manchester Summer Swimming
Move More, Connect with Others
Manchester Community Schools
386028383
Danielle VanBogelen, Elyse MacKenzie
734-428-9711 ext. 1013, dvanbogelen@mcs.k12.mi.us/ emackenzie@mcs.k12.mi.us
August 2017
Mid June 2017
Late August 2017
2800.00

Descriptions

This intervention provides children with increased physical activity opportunities and less
screen time opportunities:
● Students who attend Manchester Kids Club Center during the summer months (June August) with open swim times at the Chelsea Beach pool for an hour every week
plus transportation to and from Chelsea.
● Transportation to and from structured swim lessons. 2 lessons are offered and each
lesson meets 5 consecutive days.
This intervention provides more opportunities for children ages 5 - 12 years old to move
more, engage with peers through physical activity and decrease screen time.
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3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
● State what you are trying to accomplish,
● How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
● Who is responsible for collecting the data?
● Why you think the goal is attainable
● Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
● What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
● See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
● Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

Goal 1: Increase physical activity opportunities for children enrolled in Manchester’s Summer Kids
Club program. Swimming is a great form of exercise that many children may not have the
opportunity to engage in due to Manchester not having a community pool.
Progress will be measured using the following methods:
Students returning from the pool and ready for rest time.
Student feedback using a classroom chart (Elyse, Site Supervisor) will be responsible for developing
the chart and ensuring data is recorded each week.
Goal 2: Provide transportation to and from swim lessons in Chelsea for any student in Manchester
(tuition for lesson sessions will be run through Manchester Community Education). There are 2
sessions which run 1 week each (5 consecutive days) and provide students with both water safety
skills and instruction on swim strokes. Completion of the full lesson (5 days) will serve as the
measurement. Elyse will record the data on child attendance. Lessons provide the 60 minutes of
physical activity each day. Sessions are in June & July.
Student survey data for goal 1
Parent survey for goal 1
Completion of full swim lessons for goal 2

Units of engagement estimate total is 264 units.
Goal 1 = 11 or 12 weeks, estimate 12 students = 144 units of engagement
Goal 2 = 10 days, estimate 12 students = 120 units of engagement

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
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Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
● Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
● Deciding on dates, times, locations
● Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
● Recruiting necessary volunteers
● Developing tools to collect data and pictures
● Analyzing data collected
● Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
● Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
● All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the
intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support

Goal 1 & Goal 2: Danielle VanBogelen & Pam Wiseman will be responsible for obtaining
permissions, scheduling dates and recruiting volunteers needed to successfully implement each of
these goals. Danielle will be responsible for developing tools to collect data and present reports
while also analysing data to form improvement plans were needed. Elyse will be responsible for
conducting surveys to collect data on a weekly basis.

Chelsea Community Education
Manchester Community School Bus Transportation

Chelsea Community Education
Manchester Community Education
Manchester Community School Bus Transportation
Jim Wonnell, Business Manager, Manchester Community Schools
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this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

Yes. Began funding in Y3 and those funds were utilized over a 2 year time span.
Outcomes for year previous funding years have been reported individually at Spring coalition
meetings. Last report was given in Feb. 2017 for Y5.
The amount requested has remained the same from Y5’s intervention table. We estimate similiar
enrollment for our Summer Kids Club Center.
We continue to explore other grant opportunities to continue this program moving forward.

Not currently. We continue to explore other grant opportunities to continue this program moving
forward. Have applied to Smart From the Start again to provide funding for this program.
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/physicalactivity/guidelines.htm
http://childhealthdata.org/docs/nsch-docs/michigan-pdf.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/healthyschools/physicalactivity/facts.htm
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Manchester Wellness Coalition
Swim Lessons Grant
Budget

$2800.00

Year 6 (2107)
Transporation
Open Swimming Fees
Total

$(2280.00)
$( 520.00)
$(2800.00)

Total Remaining
in-kind

$
0.00
$ 571.65 Volunteer hours

~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered by the funds from
the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.

Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

Amount
2800.00
0.00

Percentage
100.00

2280.00

81%

520.00

19%
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Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Amount granted

Amount Spent

Amount carried over

5000.00

1868.00
2791.00
2491.22

3132.00

2800.00

Amount returned to 5HF

341.00
308.78
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Manchester Review
Community
Intervention name
Fiscal Agent
Total years funded

Manchester
Summer Swim Program
Manchester Comm. Schools
Two

Plan Year
Intervention Leaders
Funds received from 5HF
Total funding from 5HF

Plan Year 5
Danielle VanBogelen
$2,491
$7,491

The program has allowed Manchester's Kids Camp to change its systems through the addition of
What is the evidence that this
swimming and transportation to and from Beach Middle School.
intervention is changing infrastructure,
policy, systems or behavior?
What is the evidence that this
intervention has made a difference in the
Summer Swim classes change the ways students move by providing them the opportunity to learn and
way community residents Eat Better,
practice swimming. The class provides an alternative to the initial Manchester request to build a public
Move More, Connect with Others in
pool. The program provided students with an additional 203 hours of physical activity over the course of
Healthy Ways. Or Avoid Unhealthy
the summer.
substances?
Brief description of the intervention

Manchester Summer Swimming provides students who participate in Manchester's Kids Club the opportunity to take swimming lessons and attend
open swim at Beach Middle School in Chelsea. Students who enroll for lessons get one hour of instruction for five days while open swims get one
hour of pool time nine times over the course of the summer.

Budget and Reported Expense
Yes
Any requested changes to the budget or plan?
Does the expense report match the budget in the intervention table?
x
Does the intervention have a clear financial sustainability plan?
Data Collection, Data analysis and progress on goals
Yes
Data was collected and analyzed?
x
Survey were collected?
Units of Engagement calculated?
Goals
Provide students with opportunities to
get more physical activity over the
summer.

No
X - Returned leftover funds to 5HF

x
No
x - Surveys were not issued as part of this
intervention.

203 units of engagement
Met

Partially Met

Exceeded

x

Other Comments
I would like to see participants' parents surveyed to determine if students use their newly learned skills over the next summer but the timing might
make that questioning unfeasible. Testimonials to program leaders have been mostly positive, usually commenting the program is a welcome
addition and provides students with something they cannot get in Manchester.
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Manchester Outdoor Exercise Equipment Installation

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

Move More
Village of Manchester
Michael Cuevas; Jeffrey Wallace
Cuevas253@gmail.com
June, 2017
Summer, 2017
Summer, 2017
$2,500

Descriptions

The Village of Manchester is proposing the purchase and installation of a piece of outdoor
exercise equipment at Chi-Broil Park adjacent to the Manchester Shared-Use Trail (see map
insert below). The proposed equipment includes two chin up bars, a push up bar, a balance
bar and a plyometric box. Included with the equipment would be signage that would instruct
users how to properly use the equipment. The equipment is appropriate for middle school
aged students through adults.
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2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.

This intervention targets several move more indicators by providing physical activity
opportunities for middle school aged community members and up. This intervention will
target the overweight/obesity rate (68%), students who get two hours or more of screen time
engagement per day (55%) and adults who get less than 150 minutes of physical activity per
week (45%).

3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.

1. The goal of this intervention is to install a multi-use fitness station at a highly visible location in
Manchester. The fitness station will encourage local residents to be more physically active by
providing accessible exercise equipment in a high traffic area. The potential exists for the
equipment to be used by fitness classes of local wellness centers and gyms as well as residents
who are not members of those facilities.
2. The Village of Manchester is responsible for purchase and installation of the equipment as well
as long term maintenance of the equipment.
3. Equipment installation is expected to be finished by Mid-Summer, 2017.
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 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

N/A

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures

Michael Cuevas will oversee the purchase of the equipment.
Village of Manchester DPW staff will be responsible for installation and maintenance of the
equipment.
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Analyzing data collected
Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition

The Village of Manchester Parks and Recreation Board has approved installation of the equipment.
No further approval or funding will be needed for completion of this project.

Exercise instructors from local gyms and wellness centers could partner with the site and the village
to lead outdoor exercise classes such as H.I.I.T or Circuit Training on the site.

Not Applicable.
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increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

The Village has assumed all responsibilities related to long-term maintenance of the equipment.

Cohen 2012 – Examining the impact and cost of family fitness zones in park settings.
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1353829211001821#
What Works for Health – Increasing places for physical activity
http://whatworksforhealth.wisc.edu/program.php?t1=21&t2=12&t3=79&id=292

Project Budget –
Purchase of in-ground mounted Multi-Use Gym Station - $2045.00
Delivery - $481.88
Installation – In-Kind from the Village of Manchester

Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

Amount
$2500
$26.88

$2526.88

5
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Manchester Area Big Tree Search

5HF Element* to Impact-

Move More (specifically: screen time reduction)

Fiscal Agent

the Manchester Mirror

Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)

Sara Swanson, Fritz Swanson

Contact phones and emails

734-428-8166/sara@frogfuz.com/fgs@umich.edu

Date Funding Required

April 22, 2017 or as soon after as possible

Implementation Date

ideally April 22, 2017

Estimated Completion Date

August 30, 2017

Total Amount Requested from 5HF

$400

Criteria

Descriptions

1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and
indicate the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

I am proposing a program to get all people, but especially elementary school-aged children
in the Manchester area to move more, go outdoors, and spend less time on their computers
and tablets by engaging them in a 4 month search for the biggest (in circumference) tree in
the Manchester area. Students would be provided measuring tapes and information through
the school. This contest would be run by promoted by and run through the Manchester
Mirror. The contest would be promoted and measuring tapes would be handed out at other
events like business expo, and street festival. Winners would receive prizes.
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2. How does this intervention address the
needs identified by your community and the
coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e.
HIP, MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition
strategic plan. Should include specific health/
wellness indicators.

55% of Manchester Youth get too much screen time outside of school compared to 18%
county-wide. This would encourage kids to go outside to do something, screen-free, they
otherwise wouldn’t, measure trees. (Numbers per Ruth Vanbogelen)

3. What are the specific goals for the
intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5
points so that the goals are SMART goals)
• State what you are trying to accomplish,
• How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
• Who is responsible for collecting the data?
• Why you think the goal is attainable
• Describes how the goal is relevant to the
coalition and community wellness related
needs.
• What is the timeframe for achieving the
goal?
• See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMARTGoals

We are trying to get everyone (including children) to turn off their electronics and
explore nature by providing a monetary incentive to investigate and interact with trees.
Participants will report back this time spent by entering the contest and we will be able
to count entry forms and estimate time spent. Sara Swanson will collect data. There are
400 elementary students at Klager + 1,000 readers of the Manchester Mirror, if 14%
participate, we’ll meet our goal. Manchester has an especially high rate of too much
screen time compared to other communities in our county, this contest would encourage
more outdoor time/ less screentime in a way that is novel. The contest will run all
summer and end in August.

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed,
and used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
• Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other
measures such as pounds of produce grown,
miles of trail maintained, number of books
distributed, etc.

number of entries and whether entry is by a school-aged child or adult
unit of engagement = # entries * (estimated) 30 min
(An entry will will be only the largest of the trees measured so presumably multiple trees
will be measured and trees will have have to be walked to and from. Someone may
spend 10 minutes and only measure 1 tree to get an entry or 2 hours measuring many
trees so I’m estimating 30 min/entry but it could be much longer)
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5. What are the estimated Units of
Engagement for the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per
event * number of events * timeframe for the
event (e.g., 30 minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per
event = 600 units of engagement.

100 units of engagement (200 entries)

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key
data, describe how you will measure
engagement of community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for
Sara Swanson responsible for all.
what aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
• Obtaining all required permits and
permissions and all other communication
required
• Deciding on dates, times, locations
• Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
• Recruiting necessary volunteers
• Developing tools to collect data and pictures
• Analyzing data collected
• Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent
years)
• Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
• All other specific tasks for this intervention
to be successful.
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7. Does implementation of this intervention
require approval from an organization other
than the fiscal agent or organization
implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all
organizations requiring approval and indicate if
approval has already been granted. If it hasn’t
been granted, when will this be done. Include
the name(s) of the approver(s).

Yes, Klager Elementary needs to approve the handing out of measuring tapes and
information. I’ll ask asap.

8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with
implementing the program, assistance with
financing the program and organizations which
might financially support this intervention
(long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the
collaborating organization that will be involved
with this intervention. Indicate in the budget
below – the contribution from the
organization(s).

Collaboration with Manchester Community Schools in promoting this activity.
Possible collaboration with Washtenaw County Parks in promoting this activity.

9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been
funded by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to
5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the
coalition be done and when will the written
report and expense report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be
improved (also include past improvements if this
is the 3 or more year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention
request funds from the coalition?

New intervention.
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10. Does your intervention have a
sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the
coalition does not grant/renew funding?

No. One time event.

11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs
used as a model in developing this
intervention.

NA

~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered
by the funds from the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.
Expenses:
(covered by 5 Healthy Town funds)
$85 for 500 72” paper measuring tapes for students (and any extra for events)
$175 prize money for winners ($100 for largest tree, $50 for second largest tree, $25 for third largest tree)
$25 certificates for winners & for peoples who find biggest trees in specific categories (e.g. biggest tree inside village limits)
$115 copies of entry forms, rules & flyers for students & public events
(covered by in-kind donation)
$685 advertising space for 4”x4” entry form & rules for 20 weeks in Manchester Mirror
$50 determining the winners will require driving out to locations and measuring the largest submitted trees to confirm size, this mileage will
be donated
and lots of volunteer hours promoting search, accessing entries and confirming winners

Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary

Amount

Percentage

Amount of funds from Coalition

$400

35%

Total funds from other sources

$735 (in kind)

65%

Marketing/Advertising

$685 (in kind)

60%
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Compensation – to one or more people

0

0

Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or
more)

0

0

$450

40%

Other expenses
Plan Year

Amount granted

Amount Spent

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

!6

Amount carried over

Amount returned to 5HF
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Sweet Soles 5K Training and Race Program

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.

Move More; Connect with Others
Manchester Community Schools
Paige Bourland; Cherie Vannatter
sweetsoles.manchester@gmail.com / 734-545-4928
June, 2017
June 15, 2017
August 4, 2017
$4,000

Descriptions
The Sweet Soles program is being coordinated by Manchester High School Sophomore Ms. Paige
Bourland as her Girl Scout Gold Award Service Project, which is similar to an Eagle Scout Service
Project. The program will target unhealthy life styles such as poor eating habits and physical
inactivity by engaging already active and new runners (or walkers) from Manchester High School
and adults from the local community in an active weekly running group that will provide community
support and encouragement for healthy eating. We want to engage at least 30-50 individuals in
this program, though there will not be a cap on participation (no one will be turned away). We will
encourage the intervention by providing participants with an activity tracker they can use to track
their progress during the Couch to 5K program and through the Sweet Soles final 5K race event. We
plan to distribute up to 50 activity trackers during the program; however, individuals who received a
fitness tracker through the Manchester MMLB challenge will not be eligible to receive another
tracker.
The following community needs may be improved upon through participation in the Sweet Soles
program:
 Manchester Wellness Coalition
o
o
o



Connect with Others for all Residents
Eat Better/Promote 5+ Fruits and Veggies
Move More/Promote Daily Exercise

MiPHY (2015-2016 data/most recent):
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o
o



HIP (2015 data/most recent)
o
o
o
o
o

o
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement

Percentage of students who were physically active for a total of at least 60 minutes per day on
five or more of the past seven days (55% county-wide).
Percentage of students who played video or computer games or use a computer for something
that is not school work three or more hours per day on an average school day (23% countywide).
Participates in any physical activity for exercise (77% any activity, 23% no activity)
Moderate physical activity 30+ min per day for 5+ days per week (47% Yes, 53% No)
Weight status based on BMI (4 categories)(34% overweight, 22% obese)
Fruit and vegetable servings: 5 or more per day (Yes 22%, No 78%)
Days with 60 min of exercise in past week (ages 6 - 17 yrs)(0-1 days 9%, 2-4 days 42%, 5-7 days
50%)
Child screen time per day (age 1 year or older)(over 3 hours 6%, over 2-3 hours 13%, over 1-2
hours 31%, 1 hour or less 50%)

The goal of Sweet Soles is to engage approximately 30-50 high schoolers or adults from the
community in an active fitness program that will teach the participants how to prepare, train, and
follow through on running or walking a 5K race and to make better meal choices. Ms. Bourland will
be supported on this effort by community members Amelia Woods (Run Manchester Coordinator
and Gold Award Project Mentor), Sarah Andrews (The Distance Owner and Group Fitness
Instructor), Superintendent Cherie Vannatter, Principal Kevin Mowrer, as well as various MHS
coaches and other community members.
Training will begin in June, 2016 with the goal of running the Sweet Soles 5K during the
Sesquicentennial Celebration on August 4, 2017. Ms. Bourland is responsible for collecting
registration information and participation data from the runners via their activity trackers as well as
attendance counts. In addition to compiling data provided by the fitness trackers and attendance
counts, Ms. Bourland will also collect satisfaction questionnaire data using a survey (e.g., paper or
via Survey Monkey).
The program goals are relevant to the coalition’s goals of increasing physical activity rates amongst
students and adult community members, reducing youth screen time rates in Manchester,
encouraging residents to connect and be supportive of one another, and eating healthy.
The intervention will collect data on participation via fitness trackers self-reported by participants,
the number of individuals who complete the program from start to finish, attendance habits, and a
pre- and post-program survey of participants (see above). Data may also be compiled as number of
miles run, number of steps completed, increase in miles run or steps taken from start to finish, etc.
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Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

Low rate – 30 people x .5 hours x 3 times a week for 9 weeks – 405 units of engagement
High rate – 50 x .5 hours x 3 times a week for 9 weeks – 675 units of engagement

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be

Ms. Bourland will be responsible for obtaining community permissions from the Village of
Manchester, collecting data, and coordinating marketing efforts. She will also be responsible for
coordinating and carrying out the group runs, communication with participants, designing surveys,
ordering and accountability of trackers, ordering and maintaining supplies. She will schedule dates
of activities based upon training plans and events already scheduled within the Village. Ms.
Bourland will seek volunteers from MHS sports (including running sports like Track and Cross
Country, but also football, soccer, etc.), MHS Key Club, Middle School Builder’s Club, etc. to
participate in the program, but also to post posters, to oversee water stations, to guide participants
along the course, take photos at the events, etc. Though there are numerous responsibilities to
carry out a project of this magnitude, the Girl Scout Gold Award Program requires Ms. Bourland to
demonstrate extraordinary leadership skills in a sustainable program that will positively impact her
local community.
Manchester Community Schools will be responsible for financial oversight of the funds.
Specific tasks for this intervention to be successful include:
 Sweet Soles will host a 5K training program (Couch to 5K) that will provide instruction for
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successful.












new runners and a running schedule for experienced runners to meet their own specific
goals. The program will conclude with a free 5K starting and finishing at Chi Bro Park in
Manchester prior to the annual Run Manchester 5K event. Amelia Woods, organizer of Run
Manchester and previous Manchester Couch to 5K programs, is mentoring Ms. Bourland.
Ms. Bourland will continue to coordinate the Couch to 5K program through Sweet Soles in
the future for Run Manchester.
The inaugural Sweet Soles training program will coincide with Manchester’s
Sesquicentennial celebration in 2017. The Sesquicentennial planners have encouraged
Sweet Soles and the Couch to 5K program, to be involved with their festivities, including the
opening parade where Sweet Soles participants may walk to promote the program.
Use of the My Fitness Pal app will be recommended for participants to track types/amounts
of food consumed so caloric percentages can be calculated and evaluated by the
participants.
Useful information on healthy eating, recipes, and hydration, running, proper gear (e.g.,
running shoes), goal planning, safety, etc. will be shared with participants (e.g., at scheduled
runs, on Facebook, etc.).
Sarah Andrews, owner of The Distance, a local workout facility, has offered to encourage
customers from The Distance to participate in Sweet Soles and is willing to provide guidance
to Ms. Bourland or speak to participants as an in-service regarding relevant fitness topics.
The various Manchester High School coaches will be invited to encourage student athlete
involvement in the Sweet Soles program.
Community members will be invited to participate and flyers will be posted locally (e.g., at
the Manchester Wellness Center, Frank’s Place, laundromat, the schools, churches, the
Market, etc.). An announcement on the Manchester, MI Facebook page is planned, also.
Mr. Mowrer can announce the Sweet Soles program on the school announcements and in
his MHS parent email. The MMLB program has already announced in an email there will be
a running (or walking) program available over the summer.
Multiple runs will be scheduled each week to provide various opportunities to run as a
group. Running plans will also be distributed for those who wish to run on their own. Again,
walking will always be an option for participants.
Garmin Vivo Fit trackers will be ordered and provided (unless already received through
MMLB or participant wishes to use their own activity tracker). Those who use activity
trackers will be encouraged to privately share their data with Ms. Bourland so the data can
be compiled and reported.
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7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).

Sweet Soles T-Shirts will be designed and provided to participants.
Incentives/raffles may be conducted to encourage participation and retention of the
program, including local merchant coupons or gift cards (e.g., free workout at The Distance,
$5 Frank’s Place or Ollie’s Gift Cards, etc.). Any community donations are also welcome.
A free Sweet Soles 5K on a locally measured course in Manchester, beginning and ending at
Chi Bro Park will take place mostly on sidewalks and is planned to occur before the
Sesquicentennial Parade. The route will be marked with chalk. Medals or Finisher Ribbons
for completion are planned. This 5K will not be carried out on an official certified United
States Track and Field timed course. However, the race will be timed and a race timer is
planned for use for the participants to see their time of completion as they cross the finish
line. Afterwards, participants will be invited to walk as a Sweet Soles group in the
Sesquicentennial Parade.
Surveys will be conducted (e.g., on paper or via Survey Monkey) to assess satisfaction with
the overall program, 5K Event, suggested areas for improvement, etc.
The Manchester Mirror may be contacted to promote the program at the start and at the
conclusion for marketing purposes. A Sweet Soles Facebook page will be used to share
information about the program, the routes, healthy recipes, program updates, etc. A
Snapchat filter highlighting Sweet Soles may be created.

Yes:
The Village of Manchester – Approval to host the Sweet Soles 5K starting and finishing at Chi-Bro
Park.
Washtenaw County Sheriffs will be contacted to see if they will volunteer time to patrol the route.
The roads planned for use along the route will be provided in advance.

Run Manchester has transitioned the Couch to 5K program to Ms. Bourland who will now
incorporate the Couch to 5K training into the Sweet Soles program. Ms. Amelia Woods of this
program also serves as Ms. Bourland’s Gold Award Mentor.
Running Fit may provide a discount on shoes for runners.
Local businesses or organizations will be invited to make small donations or offer coupons to
participants.
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9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?

11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

Not applicable.

The sustainability plan is for the program to continue on an annual basis. The initial setup
procedures will already be in place, including community recruitment, Facebook page, training
plans, an outline of steps that need to be carried out (e.g., reserve pavilion at Chi Bro Park, contact
the Village regarding the race, etc.). Those participants wishing to continue with the program will
already have activity trackers. A timer will already be available. Ms. Bourland will be able to
communicate with participants to set new goals, schedule new activities, etc. Minimal cost may be
involved to sustain the program. Potential costs, though not required, could include: activity
trackers for new participants, t-shirts, printing fees, food/water for race day, etc.
Sustainability over time is planned to be maintained by Ms. Bourland; however, when she is ready
to move on, sustainability may be achieved by passing responsibility to other community programs
(e.g., MHS cross country or track) in the community or perhaps as a Key Club program.
Run Manchester’s Couch to 5K program.
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Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources

Amount
$4000
Unknown

Percentage
100%
Unknown

Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

See below
$0
$0
$4000

0%
0%
0%
100%

~$2500

~63%

~$750

~19%

~$50

~1%

~$160

~4%

~$45-113

~3%

~$185-380

~9%

~$30-40

~1%

Fitness Trackers
(e.g., 50 trackers at $50.00 1st generation Garmin Vivo
Fit including taxes/Amazon)
T-shirts
(e.g., 50 T-Shirts from SteeleGrafix printed on t-shirt
with single color)
Encouragement Tokens or Raffles
(e.g., free workout at The Distance - $10, Frank’s Place
or Ollie’s $5-10 Gift Card, etc.)
Food (Bagels $27, Bakery Cookies $40, Protein Bars
$60, Bananas $15, and Water $15) @ 5K Event/Sam’s
Club
Participant Medal or Ribbon
Ribbon – 50 @ $45/Swag Broker Medal – 50 @
$113/Swag Broker
Digital Timing Clock on Tripod (A Timing Clock is not
available in the school district; there are many price
points including the $1000s with various options
available on Amazon)
Printing
(e.g., flyers/posters, handouts for participants, surveys
if provided on paper, administrative reports, etc.)
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Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Amount granted

Amount Spent

Amount carried over

8

Amount returned to 5HF

Manchester Wellness Coalition Plan Year 6
NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Adaptive Movement for all

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails

Move More and Connect with Others
Ballet Chelsea
38-326-0579
Jane Thompson Sarah Eckart
Jane 734-730-2945 ajane.thompson@att.net
Sarah sarah.eckart@mail.goucher.edu
August 1st 2017
August 1st 2017
May 31st 2018
$6,500

Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.
2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.

3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so

Descriptions

Ballet Chelsea leads classes in Movement for people of all ages with different physical,
mental or cognitive limitations. This year 6 program continues the work started in 2015 and
extends it into new classes for special education students in elementary and middle school.
Consequently the various classes detailed below will cover residents from the age of 3 to 93.
This program is for a population which is often left out of other exercise program in schools
and fitness centers. It aims to get people with special needs Moving More so they gain the
health benefits and enjoyment of exercise.
In the Manchester Wellness Plan, dancing has been identified as one of the important ways
to achieve wellness and improve the quality of life. Goal 4 of the Long Range Action Plan
identifies the importance of developing activities for seniors. In the 2015 HIP report
overweight and obesity in adults together with high blood pressure were specified as
concerns for Manchester residents. A CDC report updated in 2016 stated that children aged
2-17 with disabilities have 38% higher obesity rates than children without disabilities.
The primary goal is to continue the programs initially launched in 2015 and extend classes to
chiildren in special ed. classes through elementary and middle school. The estimate for the
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that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and used
to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.

number of students who should be covered in this extended program is 21 students in 4 classes
It is really important to extend these classes into elementary school. Otherwise the achievements
gained in pre-school will be lost .
With regards to the program for the senior citizens, we want to encourage regular participation in
the class. Attendance has ranged from 6 - 15 in the last year and we want to maintain that
number or increase it if possible. We therefore plan to develop incentives for the senior adults to
attend the classes. The proposal is to give these seniors a tee shirt, with both Ballet Chelsea and
the 5HT logos on once they attend a specific number of classes, probably 10 classes in a year.
The goal will be set for each student by the classroom teacher and the dance teacher together.
These are expected to include the development of large motor skills for the youngest students and
range to the learning of sequences, and improving peer interaction, leadership skills and creativity
for the oldest school students.
Measuring goals for special education students is difficult. Improvement in a skill may be very slow
and there is regression at times. However, the teachers will be identifying changes in strength,
stamina and degree of participation. Each child will have a different achievable goal. Goals might
include taking large steps or marching around the room, through to increasing the amount of
activity that can be achieved in a sequence as the older students learn and retain a piece of
movement. The teachers will be asked to review the goals at the end of each term - December and
May.
In addition to these programs in the schools, the Movement class for seniors at the senior coalition
will continue. This program has grown significantly since it began in 2014 and now reaches 15
attendees. Senior set their own goals which are reviewed with them each May.
The teacher collects data on the numbers attending each class so that accurate U of E can be
calculated.
The goal of Moving More for this population has been shown to work in the classes run for the last
12 months.
The teacher records number of attendees, length and number of weeks of class
A survey - see below is completed by teachers twice a year and seniors answer their own survey
each spring.
Units of Engagement
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5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.
UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.

# of participants
Preschool
6
Young Elementary 5 *
Middle School
5*
High School
6
Total school numbers
Senior citizens
15
Grand Total
37

length of class - hrs
0.5
0.5
0.75
0.75

# of weeks
40
40
40
40

0.75

42

U of E
120
100
150
180
550
472
1022

* Note- this will be a new class and the participation is estimated.










There are no permits required for this program.
Dates, times and locations are agreed between the teacher of Ballet Chelsea, the teachers
throughout the school district and the seniors at the senior council.
Marketing in order to get students to attend is not needed at the schools as the classes are
part of the weekly school schedule.
Marketing for the seniors is carried out through their newsletter. It is proposed for fall 2107
there will be full recognition of the program and the sponsors - 5HFs and BC, in their
newsletter and at the class location.
Volunteers. No extras needed. The school classrooms have both teachers and aides. Ballet
Chelsea provides in-kind administrative and payroll services.
Collection of data and photographs is carried out once or twice a year. This is analyzed by the
staff at BC.
Improvements are discussed with classroom teachers on a regular basis. Seniors put in
requests for changes on an on-going basis.
Presentations are made to 5HTs and the board of BC at least twice a year.
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7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support this
intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this intervention.
Indicate in the budget below – the contribution from
the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?

Approval for this intervention is needed from the board of BC, the school district and the senior
council. All these groups have given their approval for this program for year 6 and are very keen
and excited for the classes to continue and expand.

Collaboration is with the senior council, the school district and the Village of Manchester for use of
the space for the senior class.
Discussions have just begun regarding some possible funding from PTSO funds but this will not be
known for some time.
It is proposed to discuss with the senior council the possibility of joining with them in some other
grant applications for funding for the senior program. The possibility and success of this won’t be
known for some time.

a. Yes, this is both a continuing intervention and an extension of the year 4/5 intervention.
Funding was provided in year 4. Due to the money being received in January , only 5 months of the
program was possible the first year and spare funds were rolled over into year 5 ( with the
agreement of Amy Heydlauff).
b) The outcome of year 4 and 5 were presented to the coalition on January 24th 2017.
c) It is difficult to determine the schedule for these classes until the school district sets their
schedule for the fall 2107. In year 5 some pre-school students attended only 3 days a week and
were not present on Mondays when the classes were held. It is hoped that all pre-school students
will be able to attend in the fall 2017.
d) the amount requested has increased to cover the new classes being taught to elementary and
middle school students and to cover an incentive to get seniors attending on a regular basis.
e) I believe that a request will be made for a few more years while alternative funding will be
sought. The need for this intervention will not disappear, the numbers of seniors in the community
is increasing each year.The value of the program to special ed. students is well recognized by the
teachers and it is clearly apparent that these classes are needed across all years of special ed. in
order for progress to be made.
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10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

We will be approaching the PTSO for funding and will be discussing with the senior coalition
whether collaboration in other grant applications may be possible ( as has been the case in
Chelsea)
This program is now in the third year in Chelsea funded by 5 Healthy Towns.

~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered by the funds from
the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.

Also provide the information in the two tables below

Budget Summary

Amount
$

Percentage covered
by the foundation

Notes

Income
Amount of funds from Coalition
Private donation

6,500
500

Total cost of program

7,000

Expenses
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Other expenses
Total Costs

25

100%

6,800

92%

175

100%

7,000

5

Publicity boards stating
that 5HTs is the sponsor.
Teachers pay, including
social security/ insurance
etc.
For an incentive ( tee
shirts) to get seniors to
attend regularly.
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In-Kind Costs

$

Space

1900 $190 hours at $10 per hour

Marketing
Volunteer assistance
Administration at Ballet Chelsea
Total In- Kind Costs

250 In the senior newsletter , The Trumpeter
1680 140 hours at $12 per hour, classroom aides at the schools.
1080 50 hours at 418 per hour.
4910

Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5


Amount granted

Amount Spent

Amount carried over

Amount returned to 5HF

5,500
0

1,300
4,200

4,200
0

0*

Due to a late start in year 4, money from Plan year 4 was carried over into year 5 with permission from Amy Heydlauff.

*Questionnaire sent to classroom teacher for completion

I would really appreciate it if you could answer these few questions and send your answers to me.
I will use your response in my review.
1. On average, how many students attend these classes each week? _______________
2. Can you list one or two goals that you and Sarah had for the class, either as a group, or for individual students.
3. Have any of these goals been met or partially met? Which ones and to what degree?
4. Have any distinct improvements been seen with regards to physical or mental ability in any of the students
and if so what have they been?
5. This program will continue through this school year.
Can you tell me approximately when you expect the last class to be. This doesn’t need to be an exact date.
6. Would you like to have this, or a similar class, available next academic year? Yes______ No_____
7. If so, might there be any possible changes that we should be aware of in our planning,
for instance, a different age range, or more students.
Thank you, for your reply.
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Manchester Review
Community
Intervention name
Fiscal Agent
Total years funded

Manchester
Adaptive Movement
Ballet Chelsea
One

Plan Year
Intervention Leaders
Funds received from 5HF
Total funding from 5HF

Plan Year 5
Jane Thompson
$5,500
$5,500

Manchester MMLB changed behavior in Manchester by getting 114 community members engaged with a communityWhat is the evidence that this intervention
wide weight loss/physical activity campaign.
is changing infrastructure, policy, systems
or behavior?
What is the evidence that this intervention
has made a difference in the way
community residents Eat Better, Move
More, Connect with Others in Healthy
Ways. Or Avoid Unhealthy substances?

119 community members walked over 45,859 miles and lost approximately 412 pounds. They averaged 190 minutes of
physical activity per week.

Brief description of the intervention
Adaptive Movement seeks to provide an exercise program rooted in dance for people of all ages throughout the Manchester community. The program targeted preschool, high school and seniors with physical or mental limitations.
Budget and Reported Expense

Any requested changes to the budget or plan?

Yes
X - There was a delay in the start of the
program so an extension was granted to
use funds through the end of the 2016-17
school year.

Does the expense report match the budget in the intervention table?
TBD
Does the intervention have a clear financial sustainability plan?
x
Data Collection, Data analysis and progress on goals
Yes
Data was collected and analyzed?
x
Survey were collected?
See below
Units of Engagement calculated?
In progress - 972 units of engagement
Goals
Not Met
Met
A program was implemented that engaged
Provide an adaptive movement program of
28 members of the Manchester
people of all ages in Manchester.
community.

To have 135 individuals
take part in the program over a 20 week
period.

No

No

Exceeded

Scheduling conflicts with
students involved in traditional
classes initially led to the lower
numbers.

Other Comments
Feedback about students increases in strength and flexibility from parents and teachers has been positive. Students take the surns leading the rest of the group
during sessions while seniors like the repetition and memory required to do the class on a weekly basis. Students have reported increased 'flexibility' and 'lessening
leg cramps.'
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Cooking Matters

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Eat Better
Michigan State University – Extension
Lindsey Pung-Terry; Matt Pegouskie
pungli@anr.msu.edu;

$800

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

Descriptions
Cooking Matters for Adults is a nutrition program where participants will learn how to eat healthy,
cook and grocery shop on a limited budget. The program consists of six lessons, lasting
approximately two hours each. With the help of an experienced chef and nutrition educator,
participants will gain the skills and confidence to make healthy, budget friendly meals for their
family. Each week, participants will receive take-home food, which they can use at home to
practice a recipe they learned in class. The class series also includes:



Participatory food preparation that provides cooking and food safety instruction



Engaging nutrition activities and discussions



Practice with food budgeting



Interactive grocery store visit and $10 challenge



Recipe book for use at home



Certificate of completion
The class will be held in Manchester Community Schools Life Sciences food lab.

2. How does this intervention address the needs

The intervention ties into Manchester Strategic Plan Goal 3: Making data driven decisions
1
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identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

when proposing interventions. Cooking Matters will affect the community’s support of
nutrition education in the Nutrition Environment Assessment Tool.
The goal of Cooking Matters for Adults is to educate up to 15 community members on the
importance and benefits of cooking meals for themselves and/or their families. Participants will be
surveyed before and after the six-week session and at the end of every class to determine how
much they’ve learned.
The instructor will be responsible for distributing and collecting the surveys and Michigan State
University Extension staff will be responsible for completing the follow up report for the coalition
and foundation.

Attendance numbers, pre and post surveys, and interviews with participants.

2 hour class x 6 classes x 15 people = 180 direct units of engagement.

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
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Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating

Manchester Community Schools will be responsible for classroom scheduling and cleaning.
MSU – Extension is responsible for providing a flyer to help market the class; collecting participant
data; analyzing data from pre- and post-assessments; providing a report of outcomes of the class.
MSUE will provide a nutrition instructor to facilitate the class; curriculum workbooks/cookbooks for
participants; groceries needed to demonstrate the hands-on cooking component of the class, which
includes knife skills, learning different cooking methods, and tasting the recipe created in class; and
handouts of supplemental materials; nutrition education reinforcement items (incentives such as
shopping totes, cutting boards, scrub brushes).
Estimated in-kind from MSUE: instructor cost $960, curriculum $75, class groceries $60, handouts
$10, NERI $135, volunteer chef $408, evaluation report for a total $100 = $1,748
Both parties will work together to decide dates and time of the classes.
MCS has approved use of their facilities to host the class.

Manchester Mirror, Manchester Community Resource Center and Manchester District Library will
work with Michigan State University Extension to advertise the class.
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organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

Not applicable

Cooking Matters in Manchester is a pilot to see if the community wants these sorts of classes. If the
program does well the Coalition and MSU-Extension will explore ways to continue the program.
Cooking Matters was designed in response to demand for education about food preparation. What
Works for Health finds similar classes are recommended by literature.

$800 from Manchester Wellness Coalition for supplies and groceries
$2000 from MSU – Extension for instruction, materials and marketing

Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources

Amount
$800
$2000

4

Percentage
30%
70%

Manchester Wellness Coalition Plan Year 6
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION
5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
A. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and
indicate the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

Community and School Gardens
Eat Better
Manchester Community Schools
Ruth VanBogelen, Andy Supers,
Ruth.vanbogelen@gmail.com, 734-323-4640; ajsupers@comcast.net, 734-945-6391
Feb 2018
March 2018
Nov 2018
$1400

Descriptions

There are multiple parts of this project but all parts encourage people to eat more
fruit/vegetables.
1. Preschool with about 100 preschool students in March, April and May using indoor
grow labs and then planting their three 2x12 gardens. Produce is used by the students
in staff during the school months. Students learn about gardening and get hands on
experience
2. Klager (grades K-4) gardens includes gardening lesions in May including planting a
45x80 ft gardens at the community garden. The Kid’s Summer Camp may be held at
the Nellie Ackerson building if enrollment is low – so we are not sure if students will
harvest the big garden. If they are not at Klager, we will plant fall crops that the
students could harvest in the fall.
3. Community Garden – garden plots are available to the community at a low cost.
Different size plots and raised beds are offered. Renters decide what to plant and
maintain and harvest their own gardens
4. Seed library at the Manchester District Library – provides free seeds to area residents
for planting gardens. Typically $200 in seeds is donated, but funds are needed to buy
1
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seeds to round out the offering. Area residents are also encouraged to donate partial
seed packets to this library
5. In May, the community and school garden volunteers host a take home garden event
at the Farmers Market. The Garden provides the planters (which we get at a discount
from The Garden Mill) , seeds and some plants grown at the preschool. A vendor
provides the soil and the farmers market buys herb plants from one of the vendors.
This is a very popular event and we get feedback during the summer about how these
gardens are used to increase the consumption of produce.
Target audience is 18 months and up
2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness
indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement

0% of youth eat the recommended 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day based on the
BRFSS data from 2015

1.

Preschool students – 8 visits to each of 7 classes. Each visit is 15-30 minutes long.
Students learn about soil, seeds, roots, composting and seed identification and plant
something every week.
2. Klager students – 30 or more visits across 8-10 classes, each visit is 30 minutes in May.
Students have one visit in the classroom and all other visits are cleaning up the garden
and planting it. The students plant the entire 40 X 85 garden plus the six 3 ft x 14 ft raised
beds in the Klager playground area. Students are encouraged to pick and eat produce and
to take it home. During the fall, students are allowed to go into the garden during recess
to pick produce and fruit.
3. Community Garden – a 45x80 ft garden + raised beds are for rent each year to area
residents. The residents plant, weed and harvest their own garden space. They weigh
and record the produce they harvest. In 2016, the harvest was more than 2000 pounds.
Number of students in the preschools and Klager that participate
Weight of produce sold at the Klager Farmers Market
Number of families participating in the community garden and the total weight
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Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

Appoximately 900 units of engagement for the combined pre-school and elementary school visits.

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions
and all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports

Ruth VanBogelen plans and volunteers for the preschool and Klager gardening program March
through the end of May.
Andy Supers does all maintenance at the Community garden and arranges the tilling of the garden
Libby Beaudoin arranges for free organic lamb compost
Mark VanBogelen arranges for pick up and delivery of compost
Sara Swanson assigns gardeners to plots and communicates with gardeners through the season
Sara Swanson and Jennifer Fairfield maintain the Seed library at the garden
All of the above help weed
Ruth VanBogelen will write the report at the end
Andy, Ruth and Sara turn in invoices
Manchester Community School finance group writes checks for invoices and tracks spending.
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All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the
intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improIements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention
request funds from the coalition?

No

Manchester Community Schools
Manchester Early Childhood Center
Manchester Cooperative Preschool
Manchester District Library
Manchester Farmers Market
The Garden Mill
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10. Does your intervention have a sustainability
plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

The program will require minor grant funding from the coalition in certain years to enhance the
program. Volunteers, teachers and donations make up the bulk the program and will allow the
program to continue for the foreseeable future.

~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered by the funds from
the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.
Community Garden and Klager Garden - $1050
Preschool Garden - $450
Seed Library
- $200
Take Home Gardens - $150
The School Gardens includes half the expense to maintain the Community garden because half of the gardening space is used for the kids garden.
Community garden expenses are:
o $150 for tilling
o $200 for compost
o $100 for weed block
o $250 for mowing
o $200 for water
o $50 for advertising and printing applications
o $100 for misc (replacement hoses, sprinklers, etc.)
 Preschool gardening
o $125 for planters
o $50 for soil
o $200 for seeds
o $75 for misc (replacement bulbs for grow labs, etc.)
 Seed Library at the Manchester District Library - $200
 Take home gardens at the Farmers market - $150
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Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources

Amount
1400
$300 (plot rent) + $150
(donations)

Percentage
75%
25%

$50
0

3%

1800

97%

Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses
Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Amount granted
$7,000
$2,500
$7,470
$2,000
$0

Amount Spent
$7,000
$2,500
$7,470
$2,000
$0

Amount carried over

6

Amount returned to 5HF
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

MMLB + DPP

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

2. How does this intervention address the needs

Eat Better and Move More
5HT Foundation
Ruth VanBogelen, Shelley Hehr, Gayla Martin
August 1, 2017
September 1, 2017
August 31, 2018 for program; Oct 1, 2018 for report
$13,400

Descriptions
This program continues the effort to assist Manchester area residents to lose 2000 pounds. This
year the program will continue the virtual walking group but will add an intensive weight loss
program, Diabetic Prevention Program (DPP) and Weight Watchers on line tools for subgroups of
the participants.
The larger group will continue; 1) to report activity captured by activity trackers weekly and 2) to
weigh in monthly at the Manchester Wellness Center.
 A subgroup (up to 20), who qualify for DPP as pre-diabetic will be enrolled in the DPP
program .
 Another subgroup (up to 20), those with BMI greater than 35, will have the opportunity to
get Weight Watcher online tools (WW) + attend a local weekly group made up of MMLB
participants. The DPP subgroup will meet weekly for 16 weeks and then monthly after the
16 weeks for a year. The WW subgroup will meet weekly for 20 weeks.
As with MMLB 1 – prizes would be awarded to participants (details TBD).
We are considering offering screening for diabetes (A1C levels) to all who register.
The target population is Manchester area residents age 18 and up.
From data from the BRFSS, 68% of area residents are overweight or obese, 16% get no physical
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identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals

activity and 45% get less than 150 minutes of exercise per week, 34% have been told they have high
blood pressure and 34% have been told they have high cholesterol. Diabetes is a growing epidemic
in the US and being overweight, obese and lack of exercise are well known risk factors for
developing diabetes. For those with diabetes (Type II), it is known that losing weight and getting
sufficient exercise can improve health status.
Goal 1: Track activity and weight for 75 people or more . The activity goal is 150 active minutes per
week and / or 10,000 steps per day. The 1st two weeks of the program will determine the baseline
for each person . If the person is getting less than 150 minutes of activity per week and/or 10,000
steps a day, a plan for increase their activity by 5% a week will be developed. Participants will be
required to attend one of the orientation meetings. Amongst these 75 people are candidates for
the DPP and WW. We anticipate some of these 75 will be individuals who participated in MMLB
from Year 5. We’d like to ensure all have an activity tracker or pedometer and that if a participant
decided not to continue the program, any tracker they received through MMLB would be returned.
Goal 2: Each participant’s height, weight and waist circumference will be measured at the
beginning and end of the program. Those with a BMI greater than 28, the goal will be for them to
lose 1-2 pounds a week or until their BMI is less than 28. Participants will be asked to track their
food either on paper or using an online tool . Those whose BMI is greater than 35 will be
considered for the WW subgroup. We’d like to arrange this so they pay the $19.95 per month for
online WW tools and then if they track food, stay within points recommended by the program,
attend at least 3 of 4 subgroup meetings for the month and have a weight loss for the month, they
would get reimbursed (process for 5 months). The goal is for participants to lose 1-2 pounds per
week.
Goal 3: 10-20 people who qualify for the DPP program, will be offered free enrollment in the DPP
program. Goal is for participants to lose 5-7% of their body weight in 6 months. The expectations
are that participants will track food, count fat grams and calories (staying within the numbers
provided to them) and to get at least 150 of exercise per week. For the first 3 weeks, participants
would need to track on paper using the forms provided. For participants who are compliant with
the program for the first 3 weeks, would receive an activity tracker if they have a smart phone and
can learn to use the apps for tracking activity and food. The tracker would need to returned if the
participant decided not to continue the program

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?

Steps and miles of activity per week per participant
Height, Weight and waist circumference at the beginning and end of the program. Weight once a
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Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

month for 20 weeks – with weigh ins at the Manchester Wellness Center
For DPP participants, there will be additional data collected, including weekly weigh ins for 16
weeks, followed by monthly weigh ins until the 1 year mark of starting the program.
For WW participants – there will be additional data collected including points per day and week.
Units of engagement =
Goal 1. number of participants x 150 minutes per week of activity x number of weeks
Goal 2. 1 pound per week for each participant whose BMI is greater than 28 x number of
participants x number of weeks
Goal 3. Number of participants X 3 hours per week (for meetings, logging in food) x 52 weeks

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and

Gayla Martin will be trained to be a DPP coach and will be in charge of running that program.
Ruth VanBogelen will run orientation meeting for all MMLB participants
Shelley Hehr will work with the Manchester Wellness Center so they are aware of the program and
weigh ins
Ruth VanBogelen will tally all activity
Shelley Hehr will tally weigh ins
Ruth VanBogelen will send weekly emails to participants
Manchester Wellness Center staff and volunteers – recording weigh ins
Ruth, Shelley and Gayla will work together on the report
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reports
All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?


Yes, Manchester Wellness Center

Collaborate with National Kidney Foundation, St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea, Manchester Wellness
Center, 5 HT Foundation.
The plan is for this intervention to continue until the community has lost 2000 pounds accumulative
over years.

The MMLB portion of the program is in the 2nd year. The DPP portion is new this year.
MMLB results from Year 5 will be presented to the coalition in May 2017.
Year 5 MMLB had great results as an online walking program, and some weight was lost. We had
not recorded height so we did not know the BMI of participants – so didn’t know who actually
needed to lose weight. We also learned other things – like we should have had an orientation
meeting to ensure participants knew how to use the trackers, participants needed to agree to and
sign that they will stay with the program. There was not specific program to assist participants in
weight loss.
The Year 6 MMLB is an improved program which includes the DPP program and WW program for a
subsets of participants.
There is an increase in the amount requested to include more services especially designed to
enhance weight loss.
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How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

Community Health Department of St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea is developing plans to offer more
broadly the DPP program to area residents. It is anticipated that the cost of the DPP program will
be a billable charge at some point in the near future. It already is for Priority Health insurance.
DPP is a well recognized program and includes recommendation to get 150 minutes of activity per
week. WW is also a well recognized successful weight loss program

~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered by the funds from
the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.
BUDGET IS STILL BEING WORKED ON
DPP
Coach
Printing
Misc

$4000
$1000
$ 250

WW
Online tools

$2000 (20 people X $20 per month x 5 months)

All participants
Activity trackers
Prizes
T-shirts
Diabetes Screening

$4000
$1000
$ 900
$2250

In-kind.
Volunteer hours to tally results, do orientation, help participants, organize the weekly WW meetings, email all participants each week, etc. Estimated at 6
hours per week x 20 weeks = 120 hours.
We are also hoping to find some free prizes for the participants or to get prizes at discounted rates.
s
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Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources
Marketing/Advertising

Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses
Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Amount granted

Amount
$13400

Percentage

We already have signs from last
year, will only need printing for
flyers, all other marketing will be
online
4000
9400
Amount Spent

Amount carried over

5125
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Amount returned to 5HF

Manchester Review
Community
Intervention name
Fiscal Agent
Total years funded

Manchester
MMLB
5 Healthy Towns Foundation
One

Plan Year
Intervention Leaders
Funds received from 5HF
Total funding from 5HF

Plan Year 5
Ruth VanBogelen/Shelley Hehr
$5,600
$31,000

Manchester MMLB changed behavior in Manchester by getting 114 community members engaged with a communityWhat is the evidence that this intervention
wide weight loss/physical activity campaign.
is changing infrastructure, policy, systems
or behavior?
What is the evidence that this intervention
has made a difference in the way
community residents Eat Better, Move
More, Connect with Others in Healthy
Ways. Or Avoid Unhealthy substances?

119 community members walked over 45,859 miles and lost approximately 412 pounds. They averaged 190 minutes of
physical activity per week.

Brief description of the intervention
Manchester's MMLB sought to engage Manchester residents with the goal of losing 2000 lbs and averaging 150 minutes of physical activity per week. The
intervention provided fitness trackers to most participants, prizes and the potential of helping a local non-profit.
Budget and Reported Expense

Any requested changes to the budget or plan?

Yes
X - Leftover funds will be
used for PY6's MMLB 2.

Does the expense report match the budget in the intervention table?
x
Does the intervention have a clear financial sustainability plan?
Data Collection, Data analysis and progress on goals
Yes
Data was collected and analyzed?
x
Survey were collected?
See below
Units of Engagement calculated?
22930
Goals
Partially Met
Met
Engage between 100-200 Manchester
residents in a wellness program with the
goal of losing 2000 lbs.

No

x
No

Exceeded

The total active participation was
119 but the goal of losing 2000
pounds was not feasible.

Other Comments
A great intervention that brought more than 100 people in extended contact with Manchester Wellness Coalition and Manchester Wellness Center. The highest total
steps via demographic was 60-69 and 50-59, respectively. 50-59 made up the largest number of participants. Stockbridge Coalition is considering a similar challenge
with commnity events added into the schedule.
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

WELCOA Workplace Wellness Materials

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

Multiple Interventions
Manchester District Library
Kathy Diamond; Matt Pegouskie
August, 2017
Sept, 2017
June, 2018
$295.72

Descriptions
Manchester Workplace Wellness materials will provide local small businesses with the opportunity
to utilize workplace wellness programs they may not otherwise be able to access. The coalition will
purchase the following items for distribution and use at local businesses:

30 Exercise: The Magic Bullet Brochures
30 Stress Management Brochures
30 Calories Count brochures
30 Managing Weight Handbooks
30 Getting Physically Active Handbooks
In addition to the materials distributed to local businesses, Manchester District Library will house
three complete sets of WELCOA wellness books available for check out. The sets include Eat Right
for Life and the Companion Cookbook, A Good Nights Sleep, Eat Right for Life: On the Go and the
Family Plan, Self-Care Essentials, Stop Stress This Minute, the Road to Wellness, Walking 4 Wellness
and Stop & Go Fast Food Guide. MDL will track the number of materials checked out from their
library and quarterly surveys will be distributed to the businesses who receive the brochures.
Surveys will ask how many materials have been taken, whether employees have used the materials
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and if they have found the materials useful.

2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =

The intervention addresses several PAC and NEAT questions that involve worksite wellness
programs and the materials available to employees and employers alike. The purchase and
distribution of these materials will allow for Manchester to positively affect those numbers.
The goal of this intervention is to provide local Manchester businesses with wellness resources that
their employees can use. The resources have a strong reputation in the business community and
will provide employees with opportunities to learn more about healthier lifestyles with the hope of
adopting one or two strategies for healthier living.
Results will be tracked through surveys and the number of materials checked out from Manchester
District Library.
Materials will be available for distribution beginning in September, 2017. Surveys and check out
numbers will be collected quarterly. Final reports will be given to the coalition and the 5 Healthy
Towns Foundation in May, 2018.

Check out data.
Survey data.
Units of Engagement

184 distributed pieces x .25 x 3 times a week x 45 weeks – 6,210 Units of Engagement
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600 units of engagement.
UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this

5HF will be responsible for purchase of the materials and distribution to stakeholders and partners
in Manchester.
Manchester District Library and Manchester Wellness Coalition will be responsible for tracking data
from surveys.
Coalition members will be responsible for assembling the evaluation with MDL issuing a final report.

No

No
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intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.
30
30
30
30
30

Exercise: The Magic Bullet Brochures
Stress Management Brochures
Calories Count brochures
Managing Weight Handbooks
Getting Physically Active Handbooks

Not applicable

This is a one-time ask. There will not be a follow-up intervention at this time.

$14.40
$14.40
$14.40
$37.50
$37.50
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Eat Right for Life and the Companion Cookbook
A Good Nights Sleep
Eat Right for Life: On the Go
Eat Right for Life: The Family Plan
Self-Care Essentials
Stop Stress This Minute
The Road to Wellness
Walking 4 Wellness
Stop & Go Fast Food Guide.

$35.94
$17.97
$17.97
$17.97
$17.97
Already Purchased
$17.97
$17.97
$17.97

Total Cost - $261.96 + 33.76 shipping
$295.72
Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

Amount

Percentage
100%

$295.72

100%

$295.72
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION
5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.
2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.

3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?

Manchester Farmers Market
Eat Better
Village of Manchester
38-6004707
Ruth VanBogelen, Ron Milkey
Ruth.vanbogelen@gmail.com, 734-232-4640; milkey1967@gmail.com, 734-216-9150
July 2017
May 11, 2017
November 30, 2017
$8000

Descriptions
The Manchester Farmers Market runs from Thursday, May 11 – Oct. 28 in 2017 from 3:30 to 7 pm
at Chi-Bro Park. This plan adds 2 more markets in October – when there is still a lot of produce
available. The plans includes food demos, a kid’s activity tent to teach kids to eat better and move
more, advertising to encourage newcomers to the market, and a variety of events to increase the
fun factor of the market. We plan to continue to collaborate with other organizations in
Manchester and the other 5 healthy towns. The intervention targets all ages.
The key BRFSS data question the market hopes to improve are:
1. Number residents overweight and obese,
2. Number residents consuming 5 or more fruits/veg per day and
3. Youth screen time more than 2 hours per day
4. MiPHY data questions about how many servings of fruits/vegetables youth consume
5. NEAT – availability of locally grown produce.
Food education will center around better eating, using more produce in recipes for meals, etc. This
year one of the goals of the coalition is to address the high percentage of area youth who engage in
more than 2 hours of screen time per day (outside of school). The kid’s activity tent is one of the
new Farmers Market features which was designed to specifically address this goal and because the
activities will include fun ways to eat more fruits and vegetables it will also address #4.
Goal 1 – add 2 more markets and increase the gross sales, average stalls and customer counts. This
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Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals

year, the data goals are average per week and we will not consider rainy days in the averages, but
will include these days in the totals. We are offering vendor incentives to encourage vendors to
come more often to the market, special rate for new vendors, and will be doing an EDDM with a
coupon for a market bag to get new customers to explore the market. Increasing customers also
can increase gross sales
A.
B.
C.

Gross Sales average = $1700 (excluding rainy days), up from $1613 in 2016
Average stalls occupied = 12 (excluding rainy days), up from 11 in 2016
customer count average = 325 (exclude rainy days, up from 307 last year.

We will also be doing a customer appreciation event in October. This will reward people who come
frequently with coupons for produce, or items for eating produce.
Goal 2 – provide education about eating better by demonstrating to adults recipes using available
fresh local produce, to education youth about eating better and moving more (which also
decreases screen time), and finally to offer food assistance programs.
 Host 7 food demos or more
 Host 18 events or more
 Offer SNAP and DUFB + coordinate with CRC for WIC and other tokens – we
can’t estimate how much these will be used but we will advertising this heavily
and working with CRC to ensure low income families are aware of this
opportunity.

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for

Thanks to St. Joseph Mercy Chelsea for getting our market up and going with SNAP and DUFB
Gross sales, customer count and number of stalls rented + number of food demos and events
Units of engagement will be customer count x .33 (20 min average at the market)
Survey customers to determine their reasons for visiting, do the food education, kids activity tent
and events increase consumption of fruits/vegetables, and the frequency of their visits.

325 customers x 22 markets (assumes 6 rain dates) x .33 = 2360
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the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.
UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.










The Farmers Market Committee will draft plans for the market include dates for food demo and
events. Market Manager will finalize and coordinate with groups to implement the plans.
Committee ensures all necessary permits are obtained.
Committee lays out the marketing plan which is implemented by the market manager
Committee prepares grants, etc.
Village of Manchester pays invoices submitted by the committee and tracks expenses and
income
Market Manager is responsible for the operation of the market and coordination with
volunteers and other organizations and to collect data and do surveys
Market Manager will run and enter records of SNAP and DUFB and will submit these to SJMC,
who will prepare lists for 5HTF to write checks to farmers.
Farmers Market Committee will prepare reports
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7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).

9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?

No
However, we do try to coordinate our activities with other organizations.

Village of Manchester – paying invoices, tracking expenses and income
Community Resource Center – connection to lower income families including WIC families
Kiwanis - $500 donation for Kids Activity Tent
St. Joseph Mercy Hospital + 5 Healthy Towns Foundation– in kind to do all steps necessary to
prepare for and run the SNAP and DUFBs programs including reimbursing vendors for SNAP coins
collected.
Chelsea, Grass Lake and Stockbridge Farmers Markets
Area businesses
Manchester District Library & Brownie scouts – run the Mothers Day Event
Manchester Community and School Gardens – run the Take Home Gardens event
Manchester Chamber of Commerce – run the Business Expo event
The Farmers Market has received funds for all previous 5 years. Outcomes have been presented to
the coalition. The market is transforming each year to be more similar to other local markets with
the Chelsea Wednesday market being the model market for us. This year we’ll have more food
demos, kids activity tent, offering SNAP and DUFB plus extending the season to the end of October.
In our sustainability plan developed in 2016, we were hoping to decrease the amount of funding
requested but we have not yet found sufficient sources of funding to do this.
The Farmers Market continues to be a great venue for working on goals of the Manchester Wellness
Coalition.
The amount requested would cover the compensation for the market manager, for the SNAP/DUFB
program, for vendor rebates and the customer coupons and the food education which includes
supplies for the kids activity tent. .
The committee decided to spend much of the funds received from last year’s Farm to Table dinner
to advertise broadly with a EDDM to get more area residents to attend the market. The postcard
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will include a coupon for a free market bag and also list the events and food education plans.

10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

In order to decrease the budget, the committee would need to recruit volunteers who would serve
as the market manager for free or at least a much lower amount than is typical for other markets in
this area. Already, the committee volunteers over 300 hours per year.
We do, but other sources of funding have been difficult to find. Part of the plan is for the Village to
combine several roles including the farmers market manager. The Village has posted a position for
some of the other roles, but is not ready to add in the farmers market manager for 2017.

This is a preliminary budget. The FM committee will finalize this budget in April 2017 and then get it approved by the Village Council.
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Manchester Farmers Market Proposed 2017 Budget
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

# market days
Proposed annual vendors
Proposed weekly vendors
Starting Balance
Income
5HTF
Vendors
Kiwanis
Farm to Table dinner
Total income

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

3
6
15

5

4

5

4

4

30

32

40

32

28

$ 7,819 $ 7,799 $ 7,799 $ 7,972 $ 5,062 $ 4,602 $ 2,802 $ 1,712 $

$

-

$

-

$

600

$

600

$

Number of markets
Market Manager hr/wk
Kid's activity tent hostHr /month
Expenses
Coupons/Food Assistance
Manager $18 per hour
Kids activity tent host $10/hr
Food Education (ave $60 per week)
Advertising
Events (ave. $50 per week)
Misc Supplies
$
20
Total Expenses
$
20

-

5

$

$

-

137 $
$

$

148

$
$

142
427

$
$

450 $
500

300 $

320 $

$

950 $

300 $

320 $

400

200
360 $
720
$
$
240
$ 2,300 $
200
$
200
$
50 $
50
$ 2,910 $ 1,410

5
10
12

$
900
$
400
$
300
$
200
$
250
$
50
$ 2,100

4
10
8

$

900 $

Farmers market committee – 300 hours

6

Total

1

5
10

$
900 $

280

280

$ 1,500
$ 1,500

2359.5

26
130
177

$

-

4
10

500 $
720

$
240 $
300 $
300 $
240
$
200 $
200 $
107 $
100
$
200 $
250 $
250 $
200
$
50 $
50 $
50 $
50
$ 1,410 $ 1,700 $ 1,607 $ 1,810 $

In-kinds


720 $

$ 8,320 $

5
10
20

Dec

412 $ 7,125 $ 5,595 $ 6,920

$ 8,000
400 $
320 $

4
10

Nov

$ 8,000
$ 2,670
$ 500
$ 1,500
$ 12,670

2016 % change
$ 6,000
133%
$ 1,907
140%
$ 500
100%
$ 1,947
77%
$ 12,455
102%

27
65
40

175

175

$

-

$ 1,012
$ 5,220
$ 400
$ 1,768
$ 3,307
$ 1,350
$ 512
$ 13,569

$ 521
$ 4,586

194%
114%

$ 736
$ 2,225
$ 722
$ 475
$ 9,954

240%
149%
187%
108%
136%
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Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses
Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Amount granted
1000
8000
8000
8000
6000

Amount Spent
0
9000
8000
8000
6000

Amount
8000
4670

Percentage
63%
37%

3307
5620
0
4642

21%
45%

Amount carried over
1000 (used in Year 2)
0
0
0
$94 left from market
manager compensation,
$464 – for Food
Education, requested to
carry over for 2017 food
education and kid’s
activity tent –it took
until late Aug to get our
food license in 2016

7

34%
Amount returned to 5HF
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2017 Manchester Farmers Market Events
May 11
Mothers Day craft
May 18
Take Home Garden
May 25
Business Expo, Food demo
June 1
June 8
Petting Zoo (Marks Farm)
June 15
June 22
June 29
Food Demo, Dairy week (free ice cream)
July 6
July 13
@ Alumni Field, Fair week
July 20
Chicken Broil
July 29
Food Demo, free ice cream or Gelato
August 3
@ Wurster Park, Sesquicentennial special
August 10
Chalk art contest
August 17
August 24
Food Demo,
August 31
September 7
Produce and Flower contest
September 14
Food Demo
September 21
September 28
Apple Festival, Food Demo
October 5
October 12
Fire safety??
October 19
Pumpkin Painting
October 26
Customer appreciation day with coupons

Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent
Kid’s Activity Tent

Still to be added by need to determine date:
 Black Sheep festival
 Corn Roast
 Karate demos
8
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Other collaborations with local businesses (Dance Arts Demo, Franks, Ollies, etc.)
Other collaborations with schools

9

Manchester Review
Community
Intervention name
Fiscal Agent
Total years funded

Manchester
Farmers Market
Village of Manchester
Five

Plan Year
Intervention Leaders
Funds received from 5HF
Total funding from 5HF

Plan Year 5
Ruth VanBogelen
$6,000
$31,000

Manchester Farmers Market has changed community member's purchasing habits since its restart. Vendors have
What is the evidence that this intervention reported more than $38,000 in gross sales, 7300+ people have visited the market and the Farmers Market exceeded its
is changing infrastructure, policy, systems revenue goals by $1200.
or behavior?
What is the evidence that this intervention
has made a difference in the way
community residents Eat Better, Move
More, Connect with Others in Healthy
Ways. Or Avoid Unhealthy substances?

Manchester Farmers Market has affected the way people Eat Better and Connect with Others in Healthy Ways. The
sales data and customer counts reflect a strong community presence that did not previously exist.

Brief description of the intervention
Manchester Farmers Market provides a place for local farmers to sell home grown and made produce, meat, plants and other products to the Manchester
community. The market hosts 25-30 events over the course of the year.
Budget and Reported Expense

Any requested changes to the budget or plan?

Yes
X - Leftover funds will be
used for this year's food education
programs.

Does the expense report match the budget in the intervention table?
x
Does the intervention have a clear financial sustainability plan?
Data Collection, Data analysis and progress on goals
Yes
Data was collected and analyzed?
x
Survey were collected?
Units of Engagement calculated?
44,220 Units
Goals
Partially Met
Met
24 markets were held but the
Host 25 markets with an average of three market was able to exceed 3
produce vendors per market.
produce vendors per market
date.

Implement a sustainability plan.

No

x
No

Exceeded

$2,000 less was requested
from the coalition but this will vary based
on donations, vendor fees and other
fundraising. Market will always be
dependent on outside sourcing.

Other Comments
Sustainability of the Farmers Market will also vary based on their sales and vendor fees. Without a title sponsor or municipal ordinance the Wellness Coalition will be
asked to assume some of the cost.
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Riverfolk Summer Gazebo Concerts

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.
2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal

Connect with Others in Healthy Ways
Riverfolk Music Festival
20-154218
Carol Palms
734.323.1759;carol@raisinpicker.com
June, 2018
September, 2018
$2,000

Descriptions

Weekly concerts that provide free opportunities to be physically active and connect with
others in the community. The concerts happen on Thursday evenings throughout the
summer. The concerts are appropriate for all ages and incorporate many styles and cultures.
Concerts are held at Wuester Park.
Manchester Gazebo Concerts links to the coalition’s goal to raise awareness of the coalition
within the community through support of local events.

The goal for Manchester Gazebo Concerts is to expose an average of 100 Manchester community
members to healthy ways of connecting by providing opportunities to enjoy each other without
using screens.
Members of the Gazebo Committee are responsible for tallying attendance. We believe this goal is
attainable because of the quality of the music and increased marketing efforts. The intervention is
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Who is responsible for collecting the data?
Why you think the goal is attainable
Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

set up for movement with active music and dancing, playing and talking advantage of green space.
The concerts also tend to be very intergenerational and encourage interaction between peer and
non-peer groups alike. The concerts run from June through the middle of August.

Attendance levels and units of engagement will be the primary data collected to evaluate the
effectiveness of this program.

7 events x 1.5 hours x100 participants = 1050

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations

Todd Ducsay is responsible for signage around town. Marsha Chartand and Jamie Kendall
are responsible for social media. Carol Palms is responsible for analyzing the data and for
helping to improve the interventions. The Gazebo Committee is responsible for booking
locations and acts, recruiting new volunteers and committee members. Carol is responsible
for reporting to the Village and the Parks Commission and to the coalition. All other tasks
are handled by the committee. Emmanuel Church is responsible for providing a rain
2
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Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense

location.

Yes, the Village and the Parks Commission must approve use of the parks and placement of
signs. Emanuel Church of Christ has approved use of its facility as a rain venue.

Local service organizations and businesses have supported the concerts and will continue to provide
some funding and marketing support.

The coalition has sponsored Gazebo Concerts four times previously.

The concerts have improved with development of a facebook present, increased visibility
and the potential to raise private funds from the community.
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report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?

Manchester Gazebo Concerts will be dependent – in part – on grants to deliver the concert series to
the community. The amount of local business support varies per season, making the continued
partnership between the concerts and Manchester Wellness Coalition so important.

11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.
Budget for Gazebo Concerts –
$6,500 total expenses
$5,500 – budget for performers
($1,000 from 5HF)
($4,500 from Community and Riverfolk)
$1,000 - marketing support – banners, signage, printed posters and larger posters posted in local businesses
($1,000 from 5HF)

Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources

Amount
$2,000
$4,500

Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people

$1,000
$5,500

4
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Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

5

Manchester
Community
Intervention name
Fiscal Agent
Total years funded

Manchester
Gazebo Concerts
Riverfolk
Three

Plan Year
Intervention Leaders
Funds received from 5HF
Total funding from 5HF

Plan Year 4
Carol Palms
$1,200
$3,600

The intervention affects behavior by bringing Manchester residents together for a television free
What is the evidence that this
community event.
intervention is changing infrastructure,
policy, systems or behavior?
What is the evidence that this
Over 100 people attend the concerts on a weekly basis, indicating people are exposed to the
intervention has made a difference in the
Manchester Wellness Coalition seven times over the course of the year. MWC is given credit for
way community residents Eat Better,
their sponsorship at each event and the coalition logo is prominently featured in all
Move More, Connect with Others in
correspondence.
Healthy Ways. Or Avoid Unhealthy
substances?
Brief description of the intervention

Weekly concerts that provide free opportunities to be physically active and connect with others in the community. The concerts happen on
Thursday evenings throughout the summer. The concerts are appropriate for all ages and incorporate many styles and cultures. Concerts are
held at Wuester Park. We seek to continue providing quality concerts for the communities while bringing more community members to the
concert.

Budget and Reported Expense
Yes

Does the expense report match the budget in the intervention table?
X
Does the intervention have a clear financial sustainability plan?
Data Collection, Data analysis and progress on goals
Yes
Data was collected and analyzed?
x
Survey were collected?
Units of Engagement calculated?
1400 units of engagement
Goals
Partially Met
Met

Present seven concerts over the course of
the summer while averaging more than
100 people per concert.

No
X

Any requested changes to the budget or plan?

x
No
X
Exceeded

x

Other Comments
Gazebo Concerts is typically the only sponsorship intervention supported by Manchester Wellness Coalition. 2017 will see one additional
sponsorship - the Sesquicential Celebration. The exposure is good but it is a stretch to be called a Connect with Others intervention centered
around our other three pillars. I'd like to see the lead more engaged with the coalition.
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

Kiwanis Service Leadership Programs

Connect with Others
Manchester Community Schools
Cindy Kenney; Anita Herman
Luckylu1954@gmail.com; Aherman46@gmail.com, 734.945 5663
August, 2017
August, 2017
June, 2018
$7.500

Descriptions

The basis behind Kiwanis Service Leadership programs is to teach students in grades 4-12
leadership through community service. There are three programs – K kids (4th grade at
Klager Elementary School), Manchester Middle Schoolers Builders club (grades 5-8) and
Key Club (9-12). The programs are student-led, with students selecting the projects and
fundraisers they would like to perform. The clubs themselves seek to engage and inspire
students while the projects target the broader community and fundraisers aim to assist local
youth programs.
The funding request is to compensate staff at Manchester Community Schools to serve as a
faculty adviser for these programs. The need for funding is due to the current community
volunteer moving out of Manchester and no available Kiwanis club member who can take on
these programs.

2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic

Kiwanis Service Leadership programs address screen time in Manchester by giving students
four+ hours of meaningful activities away from recreational screen time. According to
BRFSS data, 55% of Manchester youth engage in 2+ hours of screentime per day compared
to 18% county wide.
1
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plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?

1. The goal of the Kiwanis Youth Service Leadership Clubs is to provide a combined 110
students the opportunity to learn leadership skills by giving back to their local and regional
community. Students have to attend meetings of the leadership group to be active and the
goal of recruiting and providing for 110 students will allow the leadership program to
mentor these students. Each meeting is composed of a service project such as filling goodie
bags for veterans, visiting senior groups as an outreach/intergenerational program,
providing supplies for sister schools, becoming CPR certified, performing school giveback
projects just as painting and building improvements in or on Manchester school buildings
and grounds, and clean up at parks. Requests are taken from service groups, with about
80% of the projects local to Manchester. The clubs also raises about $5,000 for a service
organization such as Paws for a Cause. The organization is chosen through conversation
between K Club, Builders Club and Kiwanis Key Club.
2. Intervention progress will be measured through two metrics – meeting attendance and the
number of projects conducted/funds raised over the course of the school year. The number
of goods distributed, funds raised or service project outcomes will also be recorded.
3. There are two two-hour meetings for K club per month. The Builders club meets four hours
per month plus their senior leadership meet for 30 minutes during their lunch hour.
4. The School liaison oversees these projects and meetings, along with volunteers from
Kiwanis and parents of students.
5. We believe this goal is attainable with the demand of students as long as there is a school
liaison to help support these students.
6. We believe this goal is in line with Manchester Wellness Coalition’s goal to reduce screen
time in school aged children and to provide meaningful connect with other leadership
opportunities for Manchester youth.
Youth Service Leadership Clubs propose to collect units of engagement, student attendance at
meetings, service requests and the type/number of goods distributed.

110 students x 10 months x 4.5 hours per month – 4,950

2
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Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.
UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers
 Developing tools to collect data and pictures
 Analyzing data collected
 Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations

School staff will serve as the faculty advisor. The building principal and school superintendent will
select the appropriate staff person. Kiwanis will also be involved in that process as well.
Faculty Advisor is responsible for scheduling and overseeing the meetings, fundraisers and
community service activities. They will be responsible for tracking measures of success and
reporting back to the coalition and foundation. The faculty advisor will recruit parents for
additional support.
The MCS accounting department will be responsible for all financial aspects of this grant.
Anita Herman will serve as the liaison between Kiwanis and the Leadership clubs. She will recruit
volunteers from Kiwanis for the different community service activities and fundraisers. She is also
responsible for obtaining funds and supplies from Kiwanis to support the community service
activities and fundraisers.

No, Kiwanis and Manchester Community Schools have agreed to support this program with grant
funding from 5HF and local funding. No additional approval is necessary.

3
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requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?

Kiwanis budgets $3400 per year to provide supplies, materials and resources for leadership
activities and fundraisers.
Key Club raises approximately $1000 per year for its programs and key club members pay $15 per
year in dues.
Manchester Chamber of Commerce, Manchester Lions Club, Manchester Area Senior Citizens
Council, Manchester Community Resource Center and other community organizations and faithbased communities provide opportunities for the students service projects.

None

The sustainability plan for the materials and supplies is set by Kiwanis. Long term sustainability of
the School Faculty Advisor will have to be determined by Manchester Community Schools, staff and
local providers. Kiwanis does not have funding available to permanently support this position.

11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.
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Compensation for Faculty Advisors - $7,500
Materials to support club community service activities – $3,400
Key Club dues - $15 per student per year - $375
Key Club fundraising - $1,000
In-kind donation - $8,695 (370 hours x the federal rate of $23.50)
Total Budget - $20,970

Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources

Amount
7500.00
$4875.00

Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

0
7500.00
4875.00

5

Percentage

NAME OF THE INTERVENTION
5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF
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Manchester 2017 Sesquicentennial Events

Move More, Connect with Others, Eat Better
Manchester Area Historical Society
38-2156002
Raymond Berg, President and Laurie Brewis, Assistant Treasurer
rayberg@att.net, 248-765-9324; laurie.brewis@gmail.com, 734-212-3057
July 15, 2017
August 1-8, 2017
August 30, 2017
$1,500

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.

Descriptions

3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)

We want to:
1. Bring as many people together participating in a set of community events as possible, and we will
measure participant counts and collect participant surveys. Data collected by the event organizing

The Manchester Sesquicentennial Celebration commemorates the Village of Manchester’s
150th anniversary of incorporation as a village. The events include a wide range of
community gatherings, activities, re-enactments and programs to draw in both local
population and former residents, to learn and experience the history and unique benefits of
life in Manchester. Our target population includes all ages, with a focus on bringing people
together in both learning and physical activities, and the enjoyment of families who have
lived together in this area for many generations.
2. How does this intervention address the needs
We are specifically focusing on participation in Sesquicentennial “move more” activities
identified by your community and the coalition?
which address increased physical exercise, reduction of electronics time, and increased
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
walking, all part of the 2015 HIP data analysis. We also seek a strong period of “connecting
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
with others” through high participant counts at the many public Sesquicentennial events,
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators. particularly the reconnection of former friends, the return of out-of-town family members for
the events, and the opportunities to renew friendships. There will also be an “Eat Better”
component at the Main Street Dinner through preparation and presentation of local foods by
our chefs.

1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

State what you are trying to accomplish,
How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
Who is responsible for collecting the data?
Why you think the goal is attainable
Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
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teams. We believe based on initial response to Sesquicentennial marketing to date through social
media that many hundreds of out-of-town participants will supplement the expected 2000
participants spread over the five days of events.
2. Boost community awareness of Manchester’s various social clubs and connections, and
encourage the joining of such groups among the younger population. These social clubs are major
contributors to the planning and staffing of Sesquicentennial events. We’ll measure takeaway
counts of promotional literature and face-to-face interactions with Sesquicentennial participants by
the various event organizing teams.
3. Boost awareness of Manchester’s history among the young generations, and develop
opportunities for this generation to participate in ongoing historical projects. Measure enrollment
by younger persons in Sesquicentennial events, social media likes and responses, and survey results
segregated by age group. Data collected by event organizing teams.
We will collect and aggregate data by September 30, 2017, including survey results collected at
events and social media data collected by our Social Media team.

4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
• Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.

5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example: 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =

The support funds from 5 Healthy Towns Foundation are targeted at overhead expenses associated
with the following events;
1. Thursday August 3 Social Events – Farmers Market, local EUCC Ice Cream Social and Historic Band
Performance, all with interactive crowd events having a Sesquicentennial theme. Measure units of
engagement, attendance figures and participants in special physical activities.
2. Friday August 4 Sesquicentennial Parade and Historic Street Dance – participant counts, units of
engagement.
3. Saturday August 5 Historic Base Ball Games and Street Festival – participant counts (players and
visitors), units of engagement. Survey data collected during Street Festival.
4. Sunday August 6 Main Street Dinner – participant counts, units of engagement, takeaways of
healthy foods literature. Survey data collected from participants and those attending Centennials
Reunion.
Best estimates based on responses received by Sesquicentennial Planning Team to date regarding
possible attendee counts:
1. Thursday August 3 social events – FM (300*0.5 hours) + EUCC (300*1 hour)+Band (250*1.5
hours) = 825
2. Friday August 4 parade/dance – parade (500*1.0 hours) + street dance (300*3.0 hours) = 1400
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600 units of engagement.
UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc.).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
• Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
• Deciding on dates, times, locations
• Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
• Recruiting necessary volunteers
• Developing tools to collect data and pictures
• Analyzing data collected
• Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
• Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
• All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
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3. Saturday August 5 baseball games and street festival = games (300*1.5 hours)+street festival
(500*1.5 hours) = 1200
Sunday August 6 dinner = 300*1.5 hours = 450
Total units of engagement = 3,875

This number is preliminary, based on best estimates of attendance or expected ticket sales at this
date. We are constantly updating attendance estimates based on feedback from various sources.
The Manchester Sesquicentennial Planning Team is currently composed of approximately 45
individuals who attend monthly planning meetings as a whole group, and conduct individual
task/event meetings as needed. The current chairs are Ray Berg (Manchester Area Historical
Society), Cindy Dresch (Village of Manchester), and Elizabeth Beaudoin (Manchester Area Chamber
of Commerce).
Task Leaders for Sesquicentennial activities under this intervention:
1. Thursday August 3 Social Events – Ruth VanBogelen (Farmers Market), Rev. David Williams (EUCC
Ice Cream Social), Aileen Rohwer (Historic Band Concert)
2. Friday August 4 Parade/Dance – John Schmitt (Parade), Teresa Benedict-Miller (Street Dance)
3. Saturday August 5 Base Ball Games/Street Festival – Joe Christensen (Games), Heather Barthell
and Teresa Benedict-Miller (Street Festival)
4. Sunday August 6 Main Street Dinner/Centennials Reunion – Marge Swan (dinner), Carol Westfall
(Centennials reunion)

Yes - Use of public spaces requires approval of the Manchester Village Council for parks, street
closures and accessories like trash receptacle placement. We will present our final plans for
approval by the Village Council and the Washtenaw County Sheriff’s Department (road closures) on
Monday May 15, 2017. The Council has been kept appraised of planning through attendance at the
monthly planning meetings, and via our Council liaison, Cindy Dresch.
The Sesquicentennial Planning Team has developed a Sponsorship Financing Program and related
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intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.
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application for individuals, companies and organizations to support Sesquicentennial overhead
costs, in return for event and commemorative book recognition as well as selected goods such as
event tickets. The list of sponsors will be available on our social media sites, event sites and paper
publications. As of April 21, 2017, we have 12 sponsors totaling approximately $13,000 in funding
support. In addition, the Washtenaw County Convention and Visitors Bureau has approved a $3,000
grant for the Sesquicentennial overhead costs under the Community Action Tourism Plan.
This is a one-time intervention request for 2017 (Year 6 of the Manchester Plan).

N/A
The Manchester Area Historical Society used a similar fundraising approach in its 2016 “Public
Space/Community Place” program in cooperation with the State of Michigan MEDC and MSHDA, to
raise funds for rehabilitation of the Kingsley-Jenter House Community Meeting Place in Manchester.
The sponsorship model for the Manchester Sesquicentennial financing is also directly patterned
after the successful fundraising campaign for the Freedom Township 175th Anniversary celebration
in 2009.

4
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~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered by the funds from
the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.
The $1,500 funding requested from the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation will generally be allocated towards overhead costs associated with the four
Sesquicentennial events described above, as follows. The figures below represent only the 5HF portions of overhead costs.
1. Thursday August 3 Social Events – Farmers Market, local EUCC Ice Cream Social and Historic Band Performance, all with interactive crowd events having a
Sesquicentennial theme - $ 150
2. Friday August 4 Sesquicentennial Parade and Historic Street Dance – $ 300
3. Saturday August 5 Historic Base Ball Games and Street Festival – $ 400
4. Sunday August 6 Main Street Dinner – $ 400
5. Promotional costs – printing, mailing - $ 250
All of these events have significant in-kind volunteer hours associated with planning and execution of the events. We have roughly estimated the in-kind
support from Sesquicentennial-related individuals and organizations for these four events at 200 hours or $5,000 value.
The amount to be raised from Sesquicentennial sponsorships is not yet known. We have used $26,500 total as the basis for our budgeting for overhead costs,
and until final budgets for each event/product are developed by event leaders.
Should Sesquicentennial sponsorship funds raised exceed the amount spent on Sesquicentennial events/products, the remaining balance will be applied to a
permanent infrastructure project(s) in the Village of Manchester in commemoration of the Sesquicentennial and its sponsors.
Also provide the information in the two tables below
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people (musicians)
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses (temporary infrastructure,
consumables)

Amount
$1,500
$25,000* (best estimate as of
4/21/17)

Percentage
5.6%
94.4%

$ 250
$ 500
$ 750

16% of 5HF funds
34% of 5HF funds

5

50% of 5HF funds
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Plan Year
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5

Amount granted

Amount Spent

Amount carried over
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Amount returned to 5HF
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

Manchester Coalition Banners

5HF Element* to Impact

Marketing

Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails
Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
1. Please provide a brief description for the
intervention program you are proposing and indicate
the target population.
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.
2. How does this intervention address the needs
identified by your community and the coalition?
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition strategic
plan. Should include specific health/wellness indicators.
3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points so
that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?

5 Healthy Towns Foundation
Ray Berg; Jeff Wallace;
August 2017
Ongoing
Banners installed fall 2017, spring 2018
$500

Descriptions
Manchester Wellness Coalition proposes the purchase of five banners branded with the Manchester
Wellness Coalition logo to be hung on light posts through downtown Manchester. The intent of the
banners is to bring further awareness of the coalition’s brand.

Marketing the coalition addresses the strategic goal of raising awareness of Manchester Wellness
Coalition and our continued efforts to increase participation in MWC sponsored interventions.

Raise awareness of the coalition through the installation of five branded banners throughout
downtown Manchester.
Measurable – A simple survey of Farmers Market attendees if they noticed the 5H banners
throughout the community. We will know if the intervention was successful if 75% said
they noticed the banner.
Nikki Flynn and Manchester Farmers Market volunteers will be responsible for collecting
the data and reporting it back to the coalition.
1
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Why you think the goal is attainable
Describes how the goal is relevant to the coalition
and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals
4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.
5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event =
600 units of engagement.

Collection will occur during September and conclude with the completion of the market.
The banners are connected to the coalition’s goal of creating more awareness of the 5H
brand throughout Manchester.

Survey data from Manchester Farmers Market.

N/A

UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions and
all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing





Ray Berg and the Manchester Wellness Coalition are responsible for development and approval
of all banner art work.
5HF is responsible for issuing payments for the production of banners and all fees associated
with placement of the banners.
The Village of Manchester is responsible for installation and removal of the banners and
returning the banners to coalition representatives for future use.

2
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marketing materials
Recruiting necessary volunteers
Developing tools to collect data and pictures
Analyzing data collected
Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention require
approval from an organization other than the fiscal
agent or organization implementing the intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has already
been granted. If it hasn’t been granted, when will this
be done. Include the name(s) of the approver(s).
8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with implementing
the program, assistance with financing the program
and organizations which might financially support
this intervention (long term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).
9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been funded
by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?





The Village must approve Manchester Wellness Coalition’s Banner Application.

The intervention requires no additional collaboration.
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C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or more
year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention request
funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability plan?
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as a
model in developing this intervention.

The Village and Wellness Coalition will be responsible for storage and long term maintenance of the
banners. There’s no additional sustainability plan needed.
N/A

Budget –
Design and Printing of banners - $450
Administrative fee of application - $10
Installation of banners - $40
Total Budget – $500
Budget Summary
Amount of funds from Coalition
Total funds from other sources

$500

Amount

Marketing of the coalition

$500

0

Percentage
100%
0
100%
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NAME OF THE INTERVENTION

SRSLY Manchester

5HF Element* to Impact
Fiscal Agent
Tax I.D
Implementation Contacts (2 or more required)
Contact phones and emails

Avoiding Unhealthy Substances
Manchester Community School District
38-6028383
Lindsay Hannah, LMSW, CPS & Reiley Curran, MPH
Lindsay@srslymanchester.org | 734-476-0686
reiley.curran@stjoeshealth.org | 734-593-5279
August 2017
Ongoing
July 2018
23,400

Date Funding Required
Implementation Date
Estimated Completion Date
Total Amount Requested from 5HF

Criteria
Descriptions
1. Please provide a brief description for the
SRSLY is a community coalition dedicated to the prevention of destructive behavior in youth. SRSLY
intervention program you are proposing and indicate uses multiple strategies and a focus on youth leadership and community engagement to prevent
the target population.
youth substance abuse. The target population for our intervention is youth ages 10-18 years old and
Typically one paragraph and 3-5 sentences
their families.
Target population options: youth, adult, seniors,
disabled, etc.
2. How does this intervention address the needs
SRSLY addresses the goals of educating the community of the risks to self and others of abusing
identified by your community and the coalition?
unhealthy substances. The health indicators SRSLY addresses include:
Please be specific and refer to local data (i.e. HIP,
1. Decrease the percentage of high school students (9th and 11th) reporting alcohol use in the
MiPHY, PAC, NEAT, etc.) and/or the coalition
past 30 days from 19% to 12% by September 2022 (Source: MiPHY).
strategic plan. Should include specific
2. Decrease the percentage of high school students (9th and 11th) reporting marijuana use in the
health/wellness indicators.
past 30 days from 11.2% to 5.5% by September 2022 (Source: MiPHY).
3. Reduce access - decrease the percentage of youth reporting that it is ‘sort of’ or ‘very’ easy to
get alcohol from 55.1% to 50% for HS students and 43.3% to 39% among MS students as
measured by MiPHY.
4. Reduce percentage of HS students who report that more than half of the students in their
grade drank alcohol in the past 30 days from 39.1% to 30.9% measured by MiPHY.
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3. What are the specific goals for the intervention?
Specific goals: For each goal address these 5 points
so that the goals are SMART goals)
 State what you are trying to accomplish,
 How you will measure progress toward and
accomplishment of your goal
 Who is responsible for collecting the data?
 Why you think the goal is attainable
 Describes how the goal is relevant to the
coalition and community wellness related needs.
 What is the timeframe for achieving the goal?
 See http://www.wikihow.com/Set-SMART-Goals

5. Increase in the percentage of youth reporting ‘moderate’ or ‘great’ risk for having 5 or more
drinks of alcohol once or twice each weekend from 60.7% to 67.7% among HS students as
measured by MiPHY.
6. Decrease the percentage of youth reporting that it is ‘sort of’ or ‘very’ easy to get marijuana
from 6.5% to 1% among MS students and from 35.2% to 27.7% among HS students as
measured by MiPHY.
7. Increase in the percentage of youth reporting ‘moderate’ or ‘great’ risk for using marijuana 12 times a week from 66.2% to 84.4% among MS students and from 54.4% to 58.1% among HS
students as measured by MiPHY.
8. Decrease in the percentage of HS students who report that more than half of students in their
grade used marijuana in the past 30 days from 28.4% to 22% as measured by MiPHY.
9. Decrease the percentage of HS students who report having taken a prescription drug not
prescribed to them, including painkillers, during the past 30 days from 8.6% to 6.2%, as
measured by MiPHY.
10. Increase in the percentage of HS students who report they thought none of their friends had
been drunk recently from 48.3% to 59.1% as measured by MiPHY.
11. Increase the percentage of youth who report that parents or other adults in their family ever
talked with them about what they expected them to do or not to do when it comes to alcohol
or other drug use from 68.5% to 78.1% for MS and from 81.3% to 92.1% for HS by September
2022 as measured by MiPHY.
GOAL 1: Increase community collaboration to prevent youth substance use.
1. Needs assessment results will provide basis for the development of 100% of strategies and
activities by September 29, 2018 as measured by meeting minutes.
1) Conduct needs assessment bi-annually to collect data and monitor trends
2) Publicize community needs assessment findings to the coalition, key stakeholders,
and the broader community.
3) Involve the coalition and broader community in development of the strategic plan.
2. Maintain 100% representation of the 12 key community sectors through September 2021 as
measured by Community Involvement Agreements (CIAs) on file.
1) Targeted membership outreach, engagement and retention efforts.
3. The coalition will maintain 90% of current volunteers (107), with a targeted recruitment effort
to increase the number of volunteers by 10% (11 new members), with 50% of all volunteers
giving time to two or more events/activities by September 29, 2018 as measured by coalition
membership database.
1) Conduct recruitment, recognition, appreciation, and team building activities.
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4. The coalition will implement 100% of the action plan by September 29, 2018 as measured by
quarterly action plan progress reports.
1) Modify coalition structure and processes that support effective implementation of the
action plan.
2) Gain community financial support of coalition activities to ensure sustainability.
5. At least 25 coalition members and/or volunteers will participate in training opportunities to
enhance their effectiveness and capacity by September 29, 2018 as measured by sign-in
sheets and conference registrations.
1) Provide and promote training opportunities for coalition members, leaders, and the
broader community.
6. The coalition will implement evaluation plan for 100% of coalition strategies by September 29,
2018, and annually thereafter as measured by published reports.
1) Evaluate effectiveness of strategies and strategic plan through quantitative and
qualitative data collected and use results to improve efforts.
GOAL 2: Prevent and reduce youth substance abuse by addressing the factors in the community that
increases risk of abuse and promoting factors that minimize risk.
1. Reduce access - decrease the percentage of youth reporting that it is ‘sort of’ or ‘very’ easy to
get alcohol from 55.1% to 50% for HS students and 43.3% to 39% among MS students by
September 2022 as measured by MiPHY.
1) Provide information to adults to raise awareness of the consequences of providing
alcohol to youth.
2) Change consequences by increasing enforcement and visibility of laws against
providing alcohol to minors.
3) Build skills among alcohol retailers to reduce sales to minors.
4) Provide support for parents who do not want their teens to drink.
2. Reduce percentage of HS students who report that more than half of the students in their
grade drank alcohol in the past 30 days from 39.1% to 30.9% by September 2022 as measured
by MiPHY.
1) Provide information through social norm messaging using accurate statistics to
correct the perception that most youth use alcohol.
2) Change consequences for youth who choose not to drink.
3. Increase in the percentage of youth reporting ‘moderate’ or ‘great’ risk for having 5 or more
drinks of alcohol once or twice each weekend from 60.7% to 67.7% among HS students by
September 2022 as measured by MiPHY.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1) Provide information to raise awareness among youth and adults of the physical, legal,
and school consequences of using alcohol.
2) Change policies related to training and education for adults and youth.
Decrease the percentage of youth reporting that it is ‘sort of’ or ‘very’ easy to get marijuana
from 6.5% to 1% among MS students and from 35.2% to 27.7% among HS students by
September 2022 as measured by MiPHY.
1) Enhance barriers to accessing marijuana.
2) Build skills of adults to enforce policies against youth accessing marijuana.
3) Provide information on consequences of providing marijuana to youth.
Increase in the percentage of youth reporting ‘moderate’ or ‘great’ risk for using marijuana 12 times a week from 66.2% to 84.4% among MS students and from 54.4% to 58.1% among HS
students by September 2022 as measured by MiPHY.
1) Change policies and enhance enforcement in order to raise awareness of the
immediate consequences of youth marijuana use.
2) Build skills of adults who work with youth on how to enforce policies
3) Provide information to youth and community on the physical, legal, and school
consequences of using marijuana.
Decrease in the percentage of HS students who report that more than half of students in their
grade used marijuana in the past 30 days from 28.4% to 22% by September 2022 as measured
by MiPHY.
1) Provide information through positive social norm messaging to correct the perception
that most youth use marijuana
Decrease the percentage of HS students who report having taken a prescription drug not
prescribed to them, including painkillers, during the past 30 days from 8.6% to 6.2%, by
September 2022 as measured by MiPHY.
1) Reduce youth access to prescription medications not prescribed to them.
Increase in the percentage of HS students who report they thought none of their friends had
been drunk recently from 48.3% to 59.1% by September 2022 as measured by MiPHY.
1) Provide opportunities for youth to build friendships with alcohol and drug-free peers.
2) Support youth participation in opportunities to make a difference in the community.
Increase the percentage of youth who report that parents or other adults in their family ever
talked with them about what they expected them to do or not to do when it comes to alcohol
or other drug use from 68.5% to 78.1% for MS and from 81.3% to 92.1% for HS by September
2022 as measured by MiPHY.
1) Train parents to communicate with their children about drugs and other youth issues
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4. What key data will be collected, analyzed, and
used to evaluate the intervention?
Should include:
 Units of Engagement
Might also include survey data, and other measures
such as pounds of produce grown, miles of trail
maintained, number of books distributed, etc.

5. What are the estimated Units of Engagement for
the intervention?
Unit of engagement = number of people per event *
number of events * timeframe for the event (e.g., 30
minutes would be 0.5 hours)
Example : 100 people * 6 events * 1 hour per event

2) Provide support to families to engage in positive family friendly (alcohol and drug
free) activities together.
DATA Collection:
 Michigan Profiles for Healthy Youth Survey will be conducted during 2017-2018 School Year
 Focus Groups
 Develop and implement additional surveys to assist in identifying local context
 Collect archival data from law enforcement, hospitals, schools, and EMS.
Units of Engagement:
 Volunteer Sign-In Sheets: Activities and Events
o Annual Fall Kick-Off
o Haunted High School
o Planning Meetings
o Parade Float
o Variety Show
o Conferences & Trainings
o Sticker Shock
o Math & Science Night
o Information Dispersal
o Drugs 101 Presentations
o Regional Appreciation Picnic
o Guiding Good Choices
o Public Service Announcements
o Anti-Drug
 Meeting Minutes:
o Coalition Meetings
o Strategic Planning Meeting
o Youth Meetings
o Taskforce Meetings

Information Dissemination for Local
Interventions & Coalition: Most Teens Don't
Use, SRSLY Safe Homes, Medical Marijuana
Laws.
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Time

Estimated
Attendance

Engagement
Units
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0.50
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80.00
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= 600 units of engagement.
UNITS OF ENGAGEMENT DO NOT NEED TO BE
CALCULATED FOR INFRASTRUCTURE (i.e. parks,
sidewalks, trails, etc).
Note- if participation is not part of the key data,
describe how you will measure engagement of
community members.

SRSLY Region Volunteer Appreciation Picnic

1

3.00

25

75

Alcohol retail establishments in Manchester
will participate in Project Sticker Shock (two
times each)

4

2.00

20.00

160.00

Fun Family Friendly Alcohol & Drug Free Events

3

4.00

20

240

Drugs 101 Presentations

2

2.00

100

400

Activities or Booths at Local Events: SRSLY Fall
Kick Off Events (3), Variety Show (8), Float in a
Parade (3), Math & Science Night (1), Street
Festival,

16

3.00

100

4800

3

1.00

360

1080

11

12.00

6

792

2
16
4
16
16
4
20

5.00
2.00
2.00
0.50
2.00
2.00
1.00

10
30
10
12
8
8
10
TOTAL

School-Wide Events
Conferences & Trainings: Youth 2 Youth, SLS,
CADCA, etc
Public Serivce Announcements
MS Youth Meetings
Coalition Meetings
SLS Lunch Meetings
SLS Evening Meetings
Strategic Planning Meetings
Taskforce / Planning Meetings
6. Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Please provide names for those responsible for:
 Obtaining all required permits and permissions
and all other communication required
 Deciding on dates, times, locations
 Marketing – both developing and distributing
marketing materials
 Recruiting necessary volunteers





Lindsay Hannah, SRSLY Manchester Program Director
TBD, SRSLY Manchester Program Coordinator
Coalition Members
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256
64
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Developing tools to collect data and pictures
Analyzing data collected
Developing plans for how to improve the
intervention (on-going and for subsequent years)
 Preparing and presenting presentations and
reports
 All other specific tasks for this intervention to be
successful.
7. Does implementation of this intervention
require approval from an organization other than
the fiscal agent or organization implementing the
intervention?
Yes or No. If yes, please indicate all organizations
requiring approval and indicate if approval has
already been granted. If it hasn’t been granted,
when will this be done. Include the name(s) of the
approver(s).

8. With whom will you collaborate on this
intervention including assistance with
implementing the program, assistance with
financing the program and organizations which
might financially support this intervention (long
term sustainability).
Please include names of people in the collaborating
organization that will be involved with this
intervention. Indicate in the budget below – the
contribution from the organization(s).

SRSLY Manchester requires approval from coalition members present at coalition meetings and/or
activities when appropriate.
If funded by the Drug Free Communities Support Grant SRSLY will require approval from the federal
funding agency, SAMHSA. The 2016-2017 action plan and budget were recently submitted for as part
of the DFC grant application. We receive notice of our success by mid-September 2016.
When doing any interventions in local businesses or the schools (Sticker Shock, Positive Social Norms
Campaigns) we will need to obtain permission by the business owner or school administration prior to
implementation.
Additionally, we will need to obtain approval from individuals in law enforcement before moving on
any publicity or interventions that might involve local law enforcement in any way. For Example:
pictures or video’s featuring law enforcement helping at SRSLY events.
School Collaborators
Jennifer Mayes, Manchester Middle School Principal
Kevin Mowrer, Manchester High School Principal
Heidi Hubert Stein, School Counselor
Lon Pinhey, Health Teacher
Hollie Kolcz, School Counselor
Cherie Vannatter, Superintendent
Coalition Collaborators
Wendy Arntson, SLS Advisor
Karen Rothfuss, School Board Member & School Sector Rep
Paul Cook, Washtenaw County Sheriff
Jeff Wallace, City Manager
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Jay Demski, Manchester Pharmacy Business Manager
Amber Burkardt-Sidebottom, Bridgewater Support Services & St. Joseph Mercy Hospital
Nancy Graebner, St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Chelsea, President & Sector Rep
Shawn Edwards, Parent & Member of PTO
Sara Swanson, Founder of the Manchester Mirror
Nora Baskins, Manchester Girl Scout Leader
Pastor Aarson Kesson, Manchester United Methodist
Darrel Kenny, President of Manchester Kiwanis
Alison Cox, Synar/DYTUR, Other Substance Use Serving Organization
Cameron Hayslip, Students Leading Students SRSLY Youth Leader
Funding Collaborators
Jane George, Community Mental Health Partnership of Southeast Michigan
Katie Postumus, Community Mental Health Partnership of Southeast Michigan
n/a, Drug Free Communities Support Grant
A. 5
B. Anticipated Presentation end of April 2017
C. We plan to do another community needs assessment during FY 2017-2018 and we have applied for
the Drug Free Communities Grant. We are very hopeful that our DFC grant application will be
successful resulting in additional prevention funding that will permit additional staff and time to
prevention efforts including funding for extensive evaluation.
D. The amount requested has decreased over the past three years. However, we still need funding
from 5H to help with the local 1:1 match if we are successful in obtaining the DFC grant.
E. SRSLY Manchester is a long term intervention. IF we are successful with the DFC grant we will have
a $1:$1 local match requirement that we must meet for the entirety of the 5 year grant cycle. We will
also seek out other funding opportunities however we plan to continue to access the 5 Healthy Towns
Foundation for support for the duration to assist in the match requirements.

9. If this is a continuing intervention:
A. How many years has this intervention been
funded by the coalition?
B. Have the outcome(s) been presented to the
coalition and the report(s) been submitted to 5HF?
If no, when will the presentation to the coalition be
done and when will the written report and expense
report be submitted to 5HF?
C. Describe how the intervention will be improved
(also include past improvements if this is the 3 or
more year of funding).
D. Has the amount requested from the coalition
increased or decreased? Why?
E. How many more years will this intervention
request funds from the coalition?
10. Does your intervention have a sustainability
We plan to apply for funding through Community Mental Health Partnership of Southeast Michigan
plan?
(CMHPSM) to assist in funding this intervention.
How the intervention will be sustained if the coalition
does not grant/renew funding?
The sustainability plan for SRSLY Manchester is based on the successful model employed by SRSLY in
Chelsea.
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SRSLY Manchester applied for the Drug Free Communities Support Grant on March 14, 2017. If
successful this will result in $125,000 for 5 years with the opportunity to reapply for an additional 5
years of DFC funding. DFC awards will be announced mid-September with the grant period starting
September 30, 2017.
The DFC program includes local match requirements. Funding from the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation
will assist in fulfilling match requirements along with fundraising efforts, applying for grants from
other sources, and engaging local families and businesses that can provide in-kind support to the
coalition, similar to how Chelsea has secured local support for SRSLY activities there.
11. Provide citation(s) of similar programs used as
a model in developing this intervention.

This model for prevention is a best practice, as determined by the White House Office of
National Drug Control Policy (Source:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/ondcp/grantscontent/2011_dfc_interim_report_one_pager_final.pdf)
SRSLY (in Chelsea)
SRSLY Dexter
SRSLY Stockbridge

~ INSERT A BUDGET which shows all expenses, revenue and in-kind contributions*. Please also indicate which expenses will be covered by the funds from
the 5 Healthy Towns Foundation.
* Note: Examples of in-kind contributions include volunteer hours, use of space, items, etc.
Drug Fee Communities Grant Funding Announcement is anticipated in September 2017
Community Mental Health Partnership of Southeast Michigan Request For Proposal was announced on April 13, 2017. We do not currently have information
on the amount we plan to request. We will provide this information as soon as we have a completed proposal and budget.
In Kind Match
Volunteer Hours: Youth Match 15,500 | Adult Match 4,800
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Also provide the information in the two tables below
With DFC Funding
DFC Funding equals $125,000 in prevention funding, we are required to raise $125,000 in matching funds. We are able to use
volunteer hours as matching funds as well as any fund raising, sponsorship, and any non-federal or state funding. 5HTF is an
important part of these matching funds makes it possible for us to receive this large grant.
Budget Summary
Amount
Percentage
Amount of funds from Coalition
23,400
9.3 %
228,400
Total funds from other sources (DFC & In-kind Match)
90.7%
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

18.4%
34.2%
0%
47.4%

4,300
8,000
0
11,100

With CMHPS Funding
We have also applied for funding from the state through CMHPSM as a back-up if we are unsuccessful in obtaining DFC Funding.
Budget Summary
Amount
Percentage
Amount of funds from Coalition
23,400
32.5%
Total funds from other sources
48,509
67.5%
Marketing/Advertising
Compensation – to one or more people
Infrastructure (structure that lasts 5 years or more)
Other expenses

18.4%
34.2%
0%
47.4%

4,300
8,000
0
11,100

Plan Year
Year 1 2012-2013

Amount $$ granted
$ 4,311

Amount Spent
$ 3174.29

Amount carried over
$ 1136.71

Amount returned to CWF
$0

TNT
Project SUCCESS
CMCA

$ 4,311
$0
$0

$ 3174.29
$0
$0

$ 1136.71
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

Year2 2013-2014

$ 19,000

$ 20,136.71

$0

$0

TNT
Project SUCCESS

$0
$ 5,000

$ 1136.71
$ 5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
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CMCA

$ 18,500

$ 18,500

$0

$0

Year 3 2014-2015

$ 24,030

$ 24,030

0

0

TNT
Project SUCCESS
CMCA

$ 530
$ 5,000
18,500

Year 4 2015-2016
Year 5 2016-2017

24,130
20,600

24,130
N/A

0
N/A

0
N/A
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Community
Intervention name
Fiscal Agent
Total years funded

Manchester
SRSLY
MCS
Four*

Plan Year
Intervention Leaders
Funds received from 5HF
Total funding from 5HF

Y4
Lindsay Hannah
$20,000
$81,730

Please note this review is for SRSLY Manchester PY5 still underway. Total years funded include the Manchester Voices program.
There is evidence that SRSLY is changing school systems and behavior based on the
implementation of the program in the school. Long term behavior and policy changes is to be
determined.

What is the evidence that this
intervention is changing infrastructure,
policy, systems or behavior?
What is the evidence that this
intervention has made a difference in the
Limited data on AUS from MiPHY. Stronger evidence on the Connect with Others piece.
way community residents Eat Better,
Manchester offers variety shows, Project Sticker Shock, game nights, movies and multiple outreach
Move More, Connect with Others in
events.
Healthy Ways. Or Avoid Unhealthy
substances?
Brief description of the intervention

SRSLY is a community coalition dedicated to the prevention of destructive behavior in youth. SRSLY uses multiple strategies and a focus on
youth leadership and community engagement to prevent youth substance abuse. The target population for our intervention is youth ages 1015 years old and their families.

Budget and Reported Expense
Yes
Any requested changes to the budget or plan?
Does the expense report match the budget in the intervention table?
x
Does the intervention have a clear financial sustainability plan?
x
Data Collection, Data analysis and progress on goals
Yes
Data was collected and analyzed?
x
See below
Survey were collected?
Units of Engagement calculated?
9723
Goals
Partially Met
Met
Specific Short and Medium Term goals will
be defined in the SRSLY logic model based
on data.

Reduce Substance Abuse in students

No
x

No

Exceeded

Up-to-date goals have been
established through 2021.
DFC grant has been filled.
Initial data from MiPHY
is promising. See below

Other Comments
Much of SRSLY Manchester's Year 5 was spent conducting outreach events, writing for the White House's Drug Free Communities grant and
developing their strategic plan. They've done a good job relating the MiPHY numbers to the goals and expressing what they are trying to
accomplish. Four pages of graphs were included with the interim report. Leadership in Manchester continues to be strong and has a good
relationship with and participation from students.

